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Executive Summary – Gosford LGA 2015 At A Glance
LGA Overview
Gosford is located approximately 80 kilometres north of Sydney and 80 kilometres south of
Newcastle. It shares boundaries with Wyong (north), the Tasman Sea (East), Broken Bay, the
Hawkesbury River and Hornsby Shire Council (south) and Hawkesbury City Council (west).
It comprises of approximately 1,029 square kilometres and includes large sections of State
Forest, National Parks, nature reserves and beaches and waterways.
Approximately 95 per cent of the population lives in settlements east of the Sydney –
Newcastle M1 Motorway.
Together, Wyong Shire Council and Gosford City Council make up the Central Coast of New
South Wales.1
Number of properties valued this year and the total land value in dollars
The Gosford City Local Government Area (LGA) comprises 63,387 entries valued for the 2015
program. These entries are spread across the standardised zones of business, industrial
residential, rural, environmental, special use, recreation and waterways as represented in the
table below. In addition to the standardised zones of the LEP there is also included the ‘zone’
Deferred Matter. Land referred to as Deferred Matter under the LEP remain subject to the
planning controls of Gosford Planning Scheme Ordinance and Interim Development Order 122.
There have been significant increases across the zones most sought after for residential
purposes, including, residential, rural and environmental. Modest increases recorded across the
business and industrial zones. Gosford LGA is characterised as having predominately residential
property land use base and offers a diverse range of residential options. These range from
beachside, waterside and traditional suburban settings to non-urban rural residential lifestyle
properties. Business and industrial zones development is substantially support to the local
population however does include a range of national suppliers.
Valuation changes in the LGA expressed in dollars and percentage between the current annual
program and both the 2014 Annual and 2012 General Valuation year programs are as follows;

1

http://www.gosford.nsw.gov.au/about-council/our-council/our-community-profile
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2015
2014 prior annual
2012 2012 prior General
2015 zone number of 2015 total land valuation land %
2012 zone number of Valaution year
% change
code
properties value
values
change code
properties land values
2012 - 2015
B 1-6
1,287
$1,048,534,260 $1,014,182,790 3.39% B, B3, 4, 6
1,216
$962,223,990
8.97%
IN 1, 4
841
$446,165,300
$434,198,460 2.76%
I
830
$443,252,290
0.66%
R 1-2
53,476 $18,676,127,565 $16,496,000,828 13.22% A, R1
54,027
$15,404,764,619
21.24%
RU 1-3, 5
972
$539,712,535
$518,382,919 4.11%
R
917
$508,139,558
6.21%

2015 Zone
Business
Industrial
Residential
Rural
Environmental
incl DM Protection E 1-4, P
Special Use
SP 1-3
Recreation
RE 1-2
Water Ways
W2
Total

4,774
256
1,494
287
63,387

$1,912,164,126 $1,782,106,653 7.30%
$157,081,510
$160,845,110 -2.34%
$226,897,720
$214,359,980 5.85%
$9,454,900
$9,478,400 -0.25%
$23,016,137,916 $20,629,555,140 11.57%

P
S
O, N
Z

4,550
519
883
352
63,294

$1,770,138,880
$358,323,500
$193,415,510
$15,836,969
$19,656,095,316

State and Local Government Legislation for LGA
Gosford LEP 2014 commenced on 11 February 2014. This is a new Standardised Instrument as
required in NSW.
There have been 9 LEP amendments for the Gosford LGA during the 2015 Annual Program

Date
19/12/2014
30/01/2015
6/02/2015
13/02/2015
27/03/2015
2/04/2015
17/04/2015
11/09/2015
25/09/2015

Amendment
Gosford Local Environmental Plan 2014 (Amendment No 9)
Gosford Local Environmental Plan 2014 (Amendment No 8)
Gosford Local Environmental Plan 2014 (Amendment No 10)
Gosford Local Environmental Plan 2014 (Amendment No 7)
Gosford Local Environmental Plan 2014 (Amendment No 13)
Gosford Local Environmental Plan 2014 (Amendment No 12)
Gosford Local Environmental Plan 2014 (Amendment No 14)
Gosford Local Environmental Plan 2014 (Amendment No 15)
Gosford Local Environmental Plan 2014 (Amendment No 16)

Market Overview and Sales of Particular Interest
A significant body of sales analysis has been undertaken across the Gosford property market to
provide an accurate and reliable basis of valuation.
In excess of 1,000 market sales, across all major land use zones, have been analysed to enable
the establishment and verification of land values as at 1 July 2015. These analysed sales also
support the grading across components. Analysed sales reports are provided to Land and
Property Information on a consistent basis throughout the year. The added value of
improvements are also analysed to enable the accurate deduction of land values. This process
utilises the Paired Sales and the Replacement Cost Approach. This analysis is described in detail
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within the main body of this report, and includes paired sales schedule and the resultant table of
added values of improvements.
In analysing sales before or after 1 July it is necessary to adjust the contract price in terms of
market movement. Analysis and resale evidence of properties indicated some variance in values
throughout the year from September 2014 to 1 July 2015. Sale and resale of properties over a
shortened time frame where no changes are made to the improvements are also a useful in
demonstrating market movement. A schedule of resales is also included in the body of this
report.
Sales of particular interest are described in some detail under this heading within the main
body of the report.

Significant Issues and Developments
Throughout the year we have regularly identified and reported significant market movement
across all residential market segments, including vacant & improved homesites, density
development sites, and rural-residential lifestyle properties. As a generalization value growth
across all these market segments has ranged from negligible, moderate to substantial and
widespread. No locations have shown any value contraction.
The scale of increases has ranged from component factors of 1 to 1.4 (0-40%).

Central Coast region declared a natural disaster zone after widespread April storm cells caused
significant property damage across the region and the state. This had little apparent effect on the
surge in property prices.

Residential density site sales, new development approvals and commencements have had a
high profile throughout this year. In and around the Gosford CBD, East Gosford and the
Peninsula suburbs of Woy Woy, Umina Beach and Ettalong Beach featuring prominently.
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Summary of Valuation Changes
General Valuations Years 2012 to 2015
Annual Valuation to General Valuation Years 2014 to 2015
+ 17.1% General Valuation Years 2012 to 2015
+ 1.11% Annual Valuation to General Valuation Years 2014 to 2015
The overall increase in total values continues on the trend from 2014, which is in contrast to the
preceding two years of contraction.

In general terms this growth has been increasing in

momentum for the past eighteen months and has been primarily driven by the residential market.
As a generalisation the broader macro-economic policies of both State and Federal Governments
and Reserve Bank response to national and global economic indicators and their impact on the
nation, manifesting through the cash rate, currently at 2.0%, (this rate having been reduced twice
during the annual program, by -0.25% in February and May) may be considered the stimulus in
returning confidence to this market. In particular the presence of foreign and local investment
funds is seen as having a high presence in the volume of sales and influencing the increase
value trend. We note the Reserve Bank cash rate at Base Date 2012 was 3.5% and has
contracted progressively since that time.
Since the previous General Valuation year of 2012 a new planning instrument has been applied
to the LGA. Gosford LEP 2014 came into effect on 11 February 2014, and the changes required
for rating and taxing purposes were incorporated into the 2014 annual program. The effect of this
has seen an overall reduction in total components, some amalgamations based on zone and
location synergies and aggregations of properties based on zone which may vary slightly from
the component structure in existence at BD 2012. Overall the components remain sufficiently
identifiable and comparable to their previous forms.
To this end a comparison of this year’s report to prior reports will have variations in the reference
to the number of and the names of the various components for each land use class.

Residential Zoned Lands
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+ 21.24% General Valuation Years 2012 to 2015
+ 13.2% Annual Valuation to General Valuation Years 2014 to 2015
Comprising of 79 components, which includes 23 waterfront, 11 medium density, 1 exceptions
and 1 englobo; leaving 43 of general residential; of all components through the application of
primary component factors, none contracted in value; 73 increased and 6 required no value
change.
This outcome contrasts with 2014 when 2 contracted in value; 64 increased, 13 remained static
and 2013 when 21 contracted, 22 increased, 46 remained static and total values contracted very
slightly from the prior year.
Overall the increase in values has been wide ranging across the district and most evident from
the lowest value level to the higher range of values.
Analysis of the increases shows 5 components increasing in the range 1.03 – 1.05, 15 increased
in the range 1.071 – 1.149, 28 in the range 1.15 – 1.256 and two showing 1.30 and 1.40
respectively.
The increase in primary factors was greater across those components which had closer links to
available transport networks providing easier access to the Sydney area, which may reflect the
overheated property market within the Sydney Region with buyers looking for more affordable
options on the regional fringes.
The components showing the greatest increases include the traditionally more affordable
suburbs of Kariong, Springfield, Davistown and the suburbs situated along the rail corridor. The
two components which showed significant primary factor where, the Whole of District Englobo
and the Gosford and West Gosford R1.
Market Segments
Waterfront, of the 24 components, primary factors were in the following ranges, none contracted,
5 remained static, 6 increased between 1.03 to 1.08 and 13 increased from 1.1 to 1.212. A total
of 19, more than three quarters, increased. The open beaches, 8 components, included 3 static,
3 increasing less than 5%, and 2 by 10% or greater. These are also the highest in value of the
waterfronts. Wamberal continued to increase with a factor of 1.05; however this comes after the
2013 contraction of 15%. Patonga and Pearl Beach showed the highest increase in value
through component factors of 1.10, this returns the value lost from the 0.89 contractions of 2014.
The remainder of waterfronts are those on Brisbane Water or lesser lagoon fronts. The greatest
rate of increase occurred on the absolute and navigable waterfront locations towards the
southern area of Brisbane Water and around its shoreline and included Booker Bay, Blackwall,
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Woy Woy, Daleys Point, St Huberts Island and Green Point, 13 components, increasing by a
range of factors from 1.10 to 1.212.
Medium Density comprising 11 components, with one exception, Avoca Beach, showed modest
to significant value growth both from 2014 to 2015 and also from 2012 to 2015. Over the same
time the Avoca Beach R1 zone has shown an overall slight contraction. The majority of this
growth has occurred over the past two annual value years, 2014 and 2015.
Component primary factors were in the range of 1.05 to 1.25. The Gosford and West Gosford
precincts, surrounding the Gosford CBD were a stand out exception showing a 1.4. The greatest
rate of growth occurred amongst the most popular locations for this development type, and
included the peninsula suburbs and Terrigal.
As a market segment there has been increased activity with site sales and new developments
emerging on a regular basis after several years of sporadic activity. This is a strengthening of the
trend which was emerging during last year’s program which held values steady or supported low
value growth during that year.
General Residential, being R2 zoned lands, comprising of 45 components (including 1
exceptions and 1 englobo). This year there were no primary factors in contraction, 5 remaining
static, whilst 40 components increased. Of those to increase 16 increased in the range 1.03 to
1.149, whilst 24 increased in the range 1.15 to 1.40. The most significant comparison to last year
is that no component showed an increased in 2014 greater than 1.157. The greatest increases
were recorded in the traditionally more affordable suburbs of Kariong, Springfield, Davistown and
the suburbs situated along the rail corridor.
Business zoned lands
+ 8.9 % General Valuation Years 2012 to 2015
+ 3.4% Annual Valuation to General Valuation Years 2014 to 2015
This zone as a result of the introduction of LEP 2014 has now been condensed down to 22 from
the prior 33 components.

These changes were made by consolidating the B1 zone

neighbourhood centres into less but larger components based on location, and the amalgamation
of prime and fringe components from within the same centres, including Umina Beach, Ettalong
Beach, Woy Woy and East Gosford.
Of the 22 components for 2015 the component primary factors showed 1 to contract, 11
remaining static, and 10 increasing.
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This compares to 2014 when 4 (18%) were required to contract, 12 (55%) remained static, and 6
(27%) increased and 2013 when 7 (21%), contracted, 24 (73%) remained static and 2 (6%)
increased in value.
The overall outcome has for 2015 has more properties increasing in value or remaining static and
less in contraction. The increases in values have occurred in the peninsula district centres,
Umina Beach, Ettalong Beach, Woy Woy and the Gosford CBD and surrounding B4 zone
precincts.
Industrial zoned lands
+ 0.66 % General Valuation Years 2012 to 2015
+ 2.76 % Annual Valuation to General Valuation Years 2014 to 2015
This zone as a result of the introduction of LEP 2014 has now been condensed down to 9 from
the prior 12. With the exception of the introduction of zone IN4 Working Waterfront for the oyster
depuration plants on the Hawkesbury River at Mooney Mooney, LEP 2014 provides IN1 as the
dominant industrial zone.

The reduction in components see’s the rationalisation of three

components in Woy Woy into a single component, North Gosford (east side) with Wyoming, and
two West Gosford components into a single entity.
For 2015 two locations remained static, Somersby and Gosford, whilst all others increased as
indicated by component primary factors in the range 1.05 to 1.19.
This compares to 2014 when 7 primary factors remaining static, one in decline and one with an
increase and 2013 when of the 12 components 7 contracted in values and 5 remained static.
Hence the 2015 outcome indicates a strengthening of this market segment after a stable 2014
and contracting 2013.
Non-Urban Rural, Environmental and Deferred Matter Protection Zoned lands
+ 8.02 % General Valuation Years 2012 to 2015
+ 7.3 % Annual Valuation to General Valuation Years 2014 to 2015
Gosford implemented the Local Environmental Plan in 2014 which had the result of restructuring
the components previously described as Non-Urban and Protection under the Gosford Planning
Scheme Ordinance and Interim Development Order NO 122. Gosford did not convert all their
protection zoned land to meet the standard zone designation as required under the LEP
conversion process by the State Department of Planning. The Council sought and received
dispensation to leave certain land zoned in the old structure. These are referred to as Deferred
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Matters in the LEP 2014. For the 2015 year there has been no change to these Deferred
Matters.
The

component

structure

comprises

11

Environment

Protection,

8

Rural

and

12

Protection/Deferred Matter zoned components encompassing over 5,700 properties.
The resurgent 2015 market generally experienced on the Central Coast included the majority of
this class of properties. An increase was experienced in the component primary factors of 28 of
the 31 components ranging between 2.1% and 15.5% while three primary factors remained
stable and no primary factors decreased.
The overall outcome continues on from 2014 year when the generalised trend of change being
slightly greater for the majority of properties in the low to middle value range. However it is a
market turnaround for the upper quartile values when a decrease in value was evident.
Other Zones
- 30 % General Valuation Years 2012 to 2015
+ 2.27 % Annual Valuation to General Valuation Years 2014 to 2015
The components in this group include the zones of Special Use (2), Recreation/open-space (2)
and Waterway (1).

The overall contraction for this group reflects the introduction of the

standardised LEP Special Use zone, whereby the application of the specified use is applied more
rigidly and the ability to revert to alternate use less flexible. This zone was subject of value
review during 2014 year with numerous properties having values reduced. This was addressed
in our Valuation Analysis Report (VAR) for 2014. In general this land use group seldom realises
market based sales.
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Disclaimer - Purpose of Report
The purpose of this report is to describe the process and considerations for the 1 July 2015
General Valuation of Gosford Local Government Area. The report has been produced on behalf
of the Valuer General.
The land values have been specifically made for rating and taxing purposes. Land values
produced as part of this process should not be used for any other purpose without the specific
agreement of the Valuer General.
Land values must have regard to specific requirements and assumptions in rating and taxing
legislation. Consequently these valuations may vary from market levels.
The land values were made using a methodology prescribed by the Rating and Taxing Valuation
Procedures Manual. The Manual allows mass valuation methodologies that involve assessing
large numbers of properties as a group, to be utilised where appropriate.

Mass valuation

methodologies are, by their nature, likely to be less accurate than individually assessed
valuations, however, are utilised worldwide for rating and taxing purposes to deliver valuations
within an acceptable market range.
Town planning, land use and other market information contained in this report have been
compiled based on enquiries undertaken during the valuation process. Third parties should
make their own inquiries into these details and should not rely on the contents of this report.
The Valuer General disclaims any liability to any person who acts or omits to act on the basis of
the information contained in this report.
More information on the valuation process is available from the land and Property Information
website at www.lpi.nsw.gov.au/valuation.

LGA Overview
Gosford, including Wyong as the Central Coast Urban Area, is the third largest urban area in
New South Wales after Sydney and Newcastle. A majority of the working population of Gosford
Local Government Area (LGA) is employed in what may be broadly described as service
industries, including health and welfare, retail, food and accommodation, and administration.
There is limited primary or manufacturing industry located within the Central Coast. Some of the
defining and most notable features of the Central Coast include its popularity as: 

Retirement and holiday destination



The predominance of national parks and bushland over suburban areas



The concentration of these suburban areas along the coastal strip



The extensive inland waterways including Brisbane Waters and Tuggerah Lakes
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The Central Coast has a substantial proportion of its working population employed outside the
region resulting in significant daily road and rail commute, primarily to Sydney.
This latter feature maintains in the public eye the benefits and shortcomings of the main roads
system in particular the Sydney/Newcastle, known as M1 Pacific Motorway, formerly the F3
Freeway.
With very little primary industry, the largest employment categories are manufacturing, retail trade
and health, in that increasing order.

A significant percentage of the working population is

employed outside the LGA.

Description of LGA
Important Statistics:

Population
2
170,752

Land area
94,027 hectares
2)
(940km

Population density
1.82 persons per hectare

Gosford LGA Key Statistics (as at 2011 Census)
The following statistical tables have been sourced from the Australian Bureau of Statistics,
Quickstats website.

2

http://profile.id.com.au/gosford/population-estimate
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Data for this QuickStats was collected from the 2011 Census of Population and Housing. Some values in
this QuickStats may have been adjusted to avoid release of confidential data. These adjustments may
have a significant impact on the calculated percentages in QuickStats.
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Analysis of individual income levels in Gosford City in 2011 compared to Greater Sydney
shows that there was a lower proportion of persons earning a high income (those earning
$1,500 per week or more) and a higher proportion of low income persons (those earning less
than $400 per week).
Overall, 10.8% of the population earned a high income, and 37.0% earned a low income,
compared with 15.3% and 34.8% respectively for Greater Sydney.
The major differences between Gosford City's individual incomes and Greater Sydney's
individual incomes were:

3



A larger percentage of persons who earned $300-$399 (11.9% compared to 8.7%)



A larger percentage of persons who earned $400-$599 (13.3% compared to 10.2%)



A larger percentage of persons who earned $200-$299 (10.5% compared to 9.3%)



A larger percentage of persons who earned $600-$799 (10.5% compared to 9.7%)3

http:/profile.id.com.au/gosford/individual-income
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Analysis of the housing tenure of the population of Gosford City in 2011 compared to Greater
Sydney shows that there was a larger proportion of households who owned their dwelling; a
similar proportion purchasing their dwelling; and a smaller proportion who were renters.
Overall, 34.1% of the population owned their dwelling; 33.3% were purchasing, and 25.1%
were renting, compared with 29.1%, 33.2% and 30.4%
respectively for Greater Sydney.
The largest changes in housing tenure categories for
the households in Gosford City between 2006 and
2011 were:
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Mortgage (+1,606 persons)



Renting - Private (+1,250 persons)



Fully owned (+181 persons)



Other tenure type (-72 persons)4

The total number of households in Gosford City increased by 1,969 between 2006 and 2011.

5

Location of the District
Gosford is located approximately 80 kilometres north of Sydney and 80 kilometres south of
Newcastle. It shares boundaries with Wyong (north), the Tasman Sea (East), Broken Bay, the
Hawkesbury River and Hornsby Shire Council (south) and Hawkesbury City Council (west).
It comprises of approximately 1,029 square kilometres and includes large sections of State
Forest, National Parks, nature reserves and beaches and waterways.
Approximately 95 per cent of the population lives in settlements east of the Sydney –
Newcastle M1 Motorway.
Together, Wyong Shire Council and Gosford City Council make up the Central Coast of New
South Wales.6

4

http:/profile.id.com.au/gosford/tenure
http://profile.id.com.au/gosford/reports
6
http://www.gosford.nsw.gov.au/about-council/our-council/our-community-profile
5
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Map courtesy of Gosford City Council’s Gem website

Principal Towns or Suburbs
Within the Gosford LGA, there can be identified several
principal suburbs which represent the focal points for
their surrounding districts as primary centres for
commerce, services and transport hubs.

These

include:Gosford is situated on the shores of Brisbane Water
and is the gateway city to the region. It is a major
public transport hub with rail and bus interchange and direct road links to Sydney and all other
areas within the region. The CBD has a retail precinct, comprising the Imperial Shopping Centre
and other retail stores servicing those working in the CBD as was well as residents and the many
thousands who visit daily to access medical and social services. A number of state government
departments and agencies have offices in Gosford including the Department of Premier and
Cabinet, Centrelink, Department of Fair Trading, and the Head Office of NSW WorkCover
Authority. Gosford is a major centre for health services in the region based on Gosford Hospital
with a wide range of medical services including the $38.5 million Central Coast Cancer Clinic
which was opened in March 2013. The University of Newcastle has committed to establishing a
presence in the CBD in the near future along with a Research and Innovation Hub. Gosford City
Council administration offices are located in the CBD.

Also located in the Gosford CBD and

overlooking Brisbane Water, is the 20,000 seat Central Coast Stadium, home of the Central
Coast Mariners, which is regarded as one of the finest stadiums in Australia.
Erina is situated on the Central Coast Highway, the main arterial road to the Region’s beaches,
and is 5.5 kilometres from Gosford. Within the Erina business area is the regional shopping
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centre Erina Fair, (the fourteenth largest shopping centre in Australia) commercial and retail
developments and a light industrial area. Discount retailer, Harvey Norman, is located at Erina
with an extensive furniture, electrical and computer super store. Complementing Harvey Norman
are some twenty other national brand name furniture and electrical retailers. Surrounding the
business area is a number of retirement villages along with a residential area that has developed
over the past twenty year.
Woy Woy is situated on the shores of Brisbane
Water and is a retail and commercial centre
servicing the Peninsula.

It is also the

Peninsula’s public transport hub with rail, bus
and ferry services converging to service the
area.
Kincumber serves as a principal suburb for the
residential pockets developed through the bush
and national park, extending along the eastern shore of Brisbane Water and the coastal suburbs
extending south from Copacabana to the northern headland entrance to Broken Bay.
Somersby and West Gosford are principal suburbs representing industrial development.
Features of Somersby include adjoining to and direct access to Sydney/Newcastle M1 Pacific
Motorway, availability of large land area sites and some restriction on lands due to environmental
and cultural heritage issues. Features at West Gosford include gateway position to Gosford,
good main road access and restricted land availability for future development.
Main Industry
The Central Coast economy comprises a large number of small and medium sized businesses.
At the smaller end there are a significant number of micro businesses and home based
businesses, many of which service local markets. There are few large employers. The larger
employers include the health service, State and local government, several manufacturers, food
processors, logistics and distribution centres, construction, clubs, resorts, call centres, large
retailers and the education sector.

The region has been successful in attracting larger

businesses in manufacturing, food processing and logistics, with these businesses being part of
national or global enterprise. There are only a handful of locally grown large businesses located
on the Central Coast.7

7

http://www.rdacc.org.au/filelibrary/Regional%20Economic%20Development%20and%20Employment%20S
trategy%20Document.pdf
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Gosford LGA does not really have a main industry. Rather the composition of industry is a
mixture of some manufacturing, retailing, services and hospital services amongst others.
In fact Gosford LGA is considered an exporter of labour into the Sydney metro area. The
composition of some of the industries is listed below.
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The manufacturing sector accounts for a diverse range of products from small, medium and large
companies operating throughout the region.
Engineering and food processing companies make up an important part of the region’s
manufacturing industries.

In the Gosford LGA in 2011/12 4,002 persons were engaged in

manufacturing.
Traditionally, residential building and construction has been a key driver of the regional economy
and this has encouraged the growth of many locally owned and based companies that now
successfully seek work outside the region. In the Gosford LGA 6,613 person or 10.2% of the
workforce were engaged in the construction industry.
The Central Coast is a popular holiday destination close to Sydney. Just an hour away, the
region has opportunities for all-year-round tourism experiences and is well established in the
short break and conference markets. Major attractions include Australian Reptile Park, Australia
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Walkabout Wildlife Park and Bouddi and Brisbane Water National Parks as well as the Adelaide
Dive Site at Terrigal.8
Significant Retail Centres
Gosford CBD features the original and traditional in style
and type retail centre but also includes development of
regional significance such as the offices of Gosford
Council, Gosford Public Hospital, the regions premier
sporting facility, Central Coast Stadium, a major rail and
road public transport interchange and the focus of the
premium commercial office space supply. The presence
of both the public and substantial private hospitals makes
Gosford a major centre for health services.
Erina is the home of Erina Fair, Gosford LGA’s only regional centre, and being the fourteenth
largest, by floor area, shopping centre in Australia. Erina’s commercial and retail precincts
adjoining to Erina Fair provide strong competition to the Gosford CBD.
Additional significant sub-regional retail centres exist within principal suburbs of Woy Woy and
Kincumber. Below this there exists another level of retail centres significant in servicing more
localised areas providing limited choice retail and service provision, for example, Umina Beach,
West Gosford, Wyoming, Lisarow and Green Point.
Terrigal and Avoca Beach are significant tourist retail centres providing a range of holiday
accommodation, dining alternatives, and gift and boutique retail outlets.
Type of Residential Development
In the Gosford LGA, the majority of residential
development is single and two-storey detached
dwellings.

There is limited opportunity for and

availability of englobo sites. New development is
concentrated on in-fill and medium to higher density
sites.
Residential density areas are focused around
transport hubs and principal suburbs, most
notably Gosford and Woy Woy, and within
adjoining suburbs to these including East Gosford, Umina Beach and Ettalong Beach. The
8

http://www.gosford.nsw.gov.au/docs/default-source/About-council-documents/gosford-prospectus-lo-rev.pdf?sfvrsn=2
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exception to this is a concentration of density development surrounding the Terrigal retail and
beachfront precinct capitalising on the popularity of this suburb as a holiday destination and
the beachside life style.
The Central Coast has long been a popular destination for retirees from outside the region.
As such, there is a strong representation of retirement villages and over 55’s estates across
the region. Significant examples of these developments can be found in Kincumber, Erina
and Forresters Beach.
Overall, residential development is concentrated along the major transport network links,
comprising, main Northern Railway, Pacific Highway and Central Coast Highway, around the
shores of Brisbane Water and along the coastal strip, Avoca through to Wamberal.
In terms of land area that developed for residential purposes comprises a relatively small
percentage against the total land mass for the LGA. The larger extent of the LGA land area
comprises national park and rugged mountainous lands.
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In 2011, there were 55,086 separate houses in the area, 15,110 medium density dwellings,
and 2,522 high density dwellings.
Analysis of the types of dwellings in Gosford City in 2011 shows that 74.7% of all dwellings
were separate houses; 20.5% were medium density dwellings, and 3.4% were high density
dwellings, compared with 58.9%, 19.7%, and 20.7% in the Greater Sydney respectively.
The largest changes in the type of dwellings
found in Gosford City between 2006 and
2011 were:


Medium density (+794 dwellings)



High density (+564 dwellings)



Separate house (+385 dwellings)



Other (+93 dwellings)9

Land Use
Gosford City is a rural and residential area, with some commercial land use.

The City

encompasses a total land area of about 1,030 square kilometres, of which a large proportion
is State Forest, National Park and nature reserves, including beaches and waterways.
Most of the rural area is used for timber-getting, with some farming and fishing.

9

http:/profile.id.com.au/gosford/dwellings
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The City has a dispersed population, with 95% of the population in settlements to the east of
the Sydney-Newcastle M1 Motorway.

The main

population centre is the Narara Valley, in which the
city of Gosford is situated.

The other main

population centres are the Woy Woy Peninsula,
Terrigal, Erina, Kariong and Kincumber.

Smaller

villages are located along the coast and surrounding
Brisbane Water.10

State & Local Government Legislation for LGA
Planning documents guide Council when determining proposed development within a city. There
are three levels of planning instruments that apply within a Local Government Area (LGA).
These are:
-Local Plans (including Local Environmental Plans and Development Control Plans
-Regional Plans
-State Environmental Planning Policies
A Local Environmental Plan (LEP) is prepared by councils to guide planning decisions and
control development through land use zoning and development standards.
The main function of an LEP is to separate incompatible land uses through land use zones. In
addition, LEPs often include other planning provisions which set out additional planning
controls or matters to consider so to guide development.
Each council in NSW is required by law to have an LEP, which is prepared by council in
consultation with the community before it is approved by the Minister for Planning.

The

Minister for Planning grants approval in accordance with the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act and its associated Regulations.
The main current planning controls for Gosford are the Gosford LEP 2014, Gosford Planning
Scheme Ordinance for urban areas and Interim Development Order No 122 - Gosford for rural
areas. These zoning plans have been amended many times over the years.

10

www.profile.id.com.au
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Gosford Local Environmental Plan (LEP) 2014
Gazetted on 11 February 2014, the Gosford LEP 2014 aims to make local environmental
planning provisions for land in the Gosford in accordance with the relevant standard
environmental planning instrument under section 33A of the Act.
The particular aims of this Plan are as follows:
(a) to encourage a range of housing, employment, recreation and services to meet the
needs of existing and future residents of Gosford,
(b) to foster economic, environmental and social well being so that Gosford continues to
develop as a sustainable and prosperous place to live, work and visit,
(c) to provide community and recreation facilities, maintain suitable amenities and offer a
variety of quality lifestyle opportunities to a diverse population,
(d) to strengthen the regional position of Gosford City Centre as the service and
employment centre for the Central Coast,
(e) to concentrate intensive land uses and trip-generating activities in locations that are
most accessible to transport and centres,
(f) to promote the efficient and equitable provision of public services, infrastructure and
amenities,
(g) to conserve, protect and enhance the environmental and cultural heritage of Gosford
Gosford Planning Scheme Ordinance
The Gosford Planning Scheme Ordinance was prepared by the Council of the Shire of Gosford in
respect of all land within the Shire of Gosford.

This instrument currently has the widest

coverage within Gosford LGA, covering the majority of zones and land uses in the built up
urban areas of the district.
Gosford Interim Development Order 122
The Gosford Interim Development Order 122 supplements the planning guidelines of the
Ordinance primarily for the planning management of Conservation and Scenic Protection
Lands in the coastal and hinterland areas of the district.
2008 Central Coast Regional Strategy

The 2008 Central Coast Regional Strategy is the current NSW Government's long
term land use plan for the Region, which covers the Gosford City and Wyong Shire
local government areas.

The Regional Strategy contains policies and actions

designed to cater for the Region's projected housing and employment growth to 2031.
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Gosford Local Environmental Plan (LEP) Amendments
These amendments are tracked using the Department of Planning Gateway System with
amendments reported in each Monthly Progress Report for the Gosford and Wyong
Contract.
Commencement
Date
19/12/2014

30/01/2015

6/02/2015

13/02/2015

27/03/2015

Name of Plan

Gosford Local Environmental Plan 2014 (Amendment No 9)
Applies to land at Stockyard Place, West Gosford, being Lot 32 DP1171389, additional
permitted use, development for the purpose of bulky goods premises with a maximum
floor area of 10,800 square metres is permitted with development consent.
Gosford Local Environmental Plan 2014 (Amendment No 8)
Applies to certain land to which Gosford Local Environmental Plan 2014 applies. Land
Use Table & Land Use Table, Zone B6 Enterprise Corridor. The effect is to include "
Recreation facilities (indoor)" in the range of uses Permitted with Consent and remove if
from that Prohibited for the designated zone.
Gosford Local Environmental Plan 2014 (Amendment No 10)
Applies to land in Zone SP2 Infrastructure under Gosford Local Environmental Plan 2014
at Doyle Street and Empire Bay Drive, Kincumber. The effect has been to increase the
range of specified use of SP2 zoned land at the location gicen from "Sewerage System"
to " Sewerage System & Resource Recovery Facility". This generally applies to land
currently owned by Gosford city council currently in use as sewerage treatment plant and
surrounding buffer lands. At the present time there is no change to values of the affected
lots. This may be considered should new development occur to reflect the in use value of
the land
Gosford Local Environmental Plan 2014 (Amendment No 7)
Applies to the following land: (a) Part Lot 202, DP831864 and Part Lot 2, DP1189881
(Kings Avenue, Terrigal), (b) Part Lot 4, DP 37914 and Part Lot 2, DP 1111392 (Belar
Avenue, Terigal), (c) Part Lot 1, DP381971 (Pickettts Valley Way, Picketts Valley) The
effect has been to amend clause 7.8 of the LEP by the removal of the part which required
for the provision of a "home budiness support hub". The affected lands are those
designated for the "Kings Ridge" residential estate. The unique feature of this estate being
that each dwelling established within the estate is requried to include provision for the
operation of a home business. The now deleted "home business operating within the
estate. There is no obvious impact on any individual lot as the entire estate remains in its
englobo state at the present time.
Gosford Local Environmental Plan 2014 (Amendment No 13)
(1) Land Use Table, Residential flat building, Zone B6 Enterprise Corridor. (2) Minimium
subdivision lot size for strata plan schemes in certain rural, residential, recreation and
environment protection zones, Omitted. (3) Minimum lot sizes for attached dwellings. dual
occupancies, multi dwelling housing and residential flat buildings, does not apply to
Gosford City Centre. (4) Residential flat buildings in Zone B6, development consent must
not be granted to a residential flat building in Zone B6 Enteroruse Corridor with dwelling at
the ground floor level. (5a) Additional permitted uses, land at Racecourse Road, West
Gosford known as "Gosford Racecourse" (5b)Development for the purpose of recreation
facilities (major) is permitted with development consent.

2/04/2015

17/04/2015

11/09/2015

25/09/2015

Gosford Local Environmental Plan 2014 (Amendment No 12)
Applies to the land identified as "Gosford City Centre" on the Gosford LEP 2014
Development Incentives Application Map.
Gosford Local Environmental Plan 2014 (Amendment No 14)
Applies to land at Pacific Highway, Lisarow, Lot 1, DP862725, Additional permitted uses
map, Development for the purpose of bulky goods premises and office premises is
permitted with development consent if the total floor area does not exceed 5,500m2.
Gosford Local Environmental Plan 2014 (Amendment No 15)
Applies to 10 Hillside Road, Avoca Beach, being Lot 365, DP654892, requiring reference
to the LEP maps to confirm the change, as at date of this note the maps are yet to be
updated.
Gosford Local Environmental Plan 2014 (Amendment No 16)
Applies to land at Painters Lane, Terrigal, being Lot C, DP433631, Lot 23, DP12046364,
Lot 2, DP349187, Lot C, DP347823, Lot 8B, DP412722 and Lot 3, DP829025

Various State Environmental Plan Policies (SEPPS) and Other Plans
These are accounted for as they change.
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There are numerous SEPPs that apply to Gosford Local Government Area.
Gosford Development Control Plan (DCP) 2013
Development Control Plans (DCPs) guide certain types of development or specific areas within a
Local Government Area (LGA). These guidelines are in addition to the legal provisions of a Local
Environmental Plan (LEP) or State Environmental Planning Policy (SEPP). Development Control
Plans (DCPs) contain more detailed provisions than a Local Environmental Plan. They provide
guidance to developers and are performance based documents providing objectives for
development. Under Section 79C of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979,
Council is required to take into consideration the relevant provisions of any applicable DCP
when determining an application for development.
Gosford LGA has an extensive list of DCPs that serve as support documents for the LEPs and
include geographic areas ranging from Gosford City Centre; Karalta Road Erina; Erina Fair,
Cullens Road Copacabana, Parkside Kings Avenue Terrigal; Narara; Niagara Park; Lisarow;
Kincumber; Kariong etc through to specific issues such as Scenic Quality; Waste Management
Controls; Energy Smart Homes; Carparking etc.

Market Overview and Sales of Particular Interest
Gosford LGA comprises 63,387 entries valued for the 2015 Program.
Overwhelmingly Residential zoned land dominates the number of roll entries with 84% of the
roll content.
The Pie Charts illustrated below demonstrate the significance of Residential zoned lands in
the composition of the valuation roll for Gosford LGA.
The first Pie Chart takes the total of all land values, $23,016,137,916, and demonstrates by
percentage and dollars the contribution by the various land uses; whilst the second takes the total
of all properties, 63,387, and demonstrates by percentage the contribution by the various land
uses.
The two bar graphs demonstrate the value trends for various land uses and the overall trend
for all land uses for both the 2014-2015 Annual Valuation program and 2012-2015 General
Valuation programs. These value changes and trends are described in detail in the following
sections. The 2012 to 2015 significant contraction for land use Special Uses reflects the
introduction of the standardised LEP Special Use zone, whereby the application of the
specified use is applied more rigidly and the ability to revert to alternate use less flexible. This
strict application of use has manifest into reduced values based on concept risk and time to
realise a required rezoning to permit alternate use.
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The contraction in waterways land use may be substantially accounted for by a reduction in
property numbers in the group. The most significant property type in this land use is domestic
water front crown leases. This reduction has come about by the increased practice of
amalgamation previously stand-alone crown licenses with the adjoining dry land property in
common ownership.
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2014-2015 % value change

2012-2015 % value change
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Market Value Trends for the 2015 Program and General Valuation years 2012 to 2015
Overall variation for all properties
+ 17.1% General Valuation Years 2012 to 2015
+ 1.11% Annual Valuation to General Valuation Years 2014 to 2015

Residential overall trend
+ 21.24% General Valuation Years 2012 to 2015
+ 13.2% Annual Valuation to General Valuation Years 2014 to 2015
The following commentaries are drawn from our organisation of properties into components as
required for the management of properties for rating and taxing purposes, reference to properties
is also a reference to components and vice versa unless otherwise stated.
Comprising of 79 components, including 23 waterfront, 11 medium density, 1 exceptions and 1
englobo; leaving 43 of general residential; of all components through the application of primary
component factors, none contracted in value; 69 increased and 10 required no value change.
This outcome is similar to 2014 when 2 contracted in value; 64 increased, 13 remained static and
a significant improvement on 2013 when 21 contracted, 22 increased, 46 remained static.
Overall there has more stability and significantly more increases.

This would seem to be

consistent with the overall strengthening in the residential market leading to firming and
increasing values and as forecast in our last year’s Final Report (p 26 Residential Market Trends)
the realisation of widespread value increase.
General Residential Non Waterfront
+ 42.5 % General Valuation Years 2012 to 2015
+ 12.35 % Annual Valuation to General Valuation Years 2014 to 2015
Comprising of 45 components (including 1 exceptions and 1 englobo), being R2 zoned. This
year there were no primary factors in contraction, 5 remaining static, whilst 40 components
increased. Of those to increase 16 increased in the range 1.03 to 1.149, whilst 24 increased in
the range 1.15 to 1.40. The most significant comparison to last year is that no component
showed an increased in 2014 greater than 1.157. The greatest increases were recorded in the
traditionally more affordable suburbs of Kariong, Springfield, Davistown and the suburbs situated
along the rail corridor.
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Gosford due to its unique geography featuring Brisbane Water, coastal and hinterland high lands
and the beachside suburban strip has readily identifiable residential locations providing a range of
living options in most value ranges.
The Narara Valley extending north along the Pacific Highway from Gosford to Ourimbah and the
Peninsula area of Woy Woy, Ettalong Beach and Umina Beach together with Kariong and the
western shoreline of Brisbane Water provide a comparable value range of the most affordable
land values and homesites for the greater area. In the regions with the lowest range of values for
suburban locations, buyers can chose between water and beach side or the leafier valley
hinterland options. Whilst all areas in this group experienced substantial increases in value, the
valleys indicated a greater increase in the factor range from 1.13 up to 1.22 whilst those in the
Peninsula closer to water and beach areas also increased from 1.07 to 1.20.
The lowest residential factors were evident mainly within the Phegans, Horsfield & Woy Woy Bay
area, particularly the escarpment/very steep lots, which contrasted with the majority showing no

change in value. Overall the results indicate a continuing strong growth in the period 2014 to
2015. Primary Benchmark values through this location ranges from $200,000 to $304,000.
The northern and eastern shore line suburbs of Brisbane Water, extending from East Gosford,
Springfield, Green Point, through to Bensville and Empire Bay, with Kincumber, Saratoga and
Davistown, 2014 - 2015 period showing a substantial growth in the land value with a significant
increase in the factor range between 1.14 up to 1.24. Primary Benchmark values through these
locations range from $234,000 to $311,000.
The coastal strip, hinterland and beachside suburbs, from Macmasters Beach in the south to
Forresters Beach at the north end and including, Copacabana, the premium suburbs of Avoca
Beach, Terrigal and Wamberal in between provide the region’s most expensive suburban home
site values. Of the twelve most significant components in this group, three primary benchmark
factors showed no change, these being the mainly the southernmost beachside locations of
Macmasters Beach, Copacabana and North Avoca West.
Three were in the factor range up to 1.08 and six in excess of 1.09 up to 1.201. Primary
Benchmark values through this location range from $295,000 to $798,000. In this location the
areas showing the greatest change were the popular beach side suburbs of Wamberal, Terrigal
North West of the Lagoon and Forresters Beach.
Market conditions throughout the year improved considerably over previous with relative shorter
selling periods at all value levels and higher prices being documented in most areas.
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Englobo property is managed within a single component for the R2 zone across the whole of
area. Of significance since the last general valuation year of 2012 the number of properties
identified as englobo has been reduced from 61 in 2012 to 23 in 2015.
This has been the result of a stricter interpretation of the Rating and Taxing Procedure Manual
definition for englobo lands. As a result, and as it has always been accepted, Gosford has very
little “greenfield” suburban development sites. The majority of sites previously referred to as
englobo are now considered as small lot low yielding in-fill development sites, with only those of
the largest in area and potential lot yield and requiring extensive infrastructure to service now
considered as englobo.
The growth in value for this segment this year has required a component primary factor of 1.3.
This was supported by a small selection of sales of development sites, and the much broader
and wide spread general increase in dwelling site values across the region and the contraction in
days on market or time to sell, supporting higher gross yields.
Residential Waterfronts overall change
+ 7.06 % General Valuation Years 2012 to 2015
+ 8.67 % Annual Valuation to General Valuation Years 2014 to 2015
Brisbane Water (Inside Waters)
+ 8.03 % General Valuation Years 2012 to 2015
+ 11.4 % Annual Valuation to General Valuation Years 2014 to 2015
As outlined in our summary, the majority of waterfronts increased in value by varying amounts.
This group includes two waterfront types, absolute and reserve. The former, enjoy potential to
directly access water use and have superior views, and the latter being distanced from the water
front by public access open space which may result in some lesser benefit than the absolutes.
Across both groups there were no components where values did not increase this year.
There are 11 components managed by a collective of 30 benchmarks, both primary and
reference. The reserve waterfront properties, around the south west area of Brisbane Water
make up the majority of properties in the low end of the value range and were most
representative in the highest factor growth.

The reserve waterfront areas of Bensville,

Kincumber, Saratoga and Empire Bay have generally increased by the lowest factor amounts.
As a generalisation values increased across all value ranges of each waterfront component
which indicates a growing confidence in the market for this type of property, the limited supply
available and their relative affordability compared to the Sydney waterfront market.
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The premium suburbs, generally characterised as having north facing absolute and deep water
fronts, being highest in value in this group, include Point Frederick, Daleys Point and the Orange
Grove Rd strip of Blackwall. These areas increased in value by a factor of 1.10 with the exception
being the Blackwall Booker Component (including the Orange Grove Rd strip), as previously
stated, and showing a greater increase for this year with a factor of 1.212.
This is a turnaround from 2014 when overwhelmingly the majority of this group remained static or
only slightly increased.
Beach Front Properties
+ 5.39 % General Valuation Years 2012 to 2015
+ 4.16 % Annual Valuation to General Valuation Years 2014 to 2015
There are 8 component groups for the open beaches including Patonga, Pearl Beach, Umina
Beach, Macmasters Beach, Avoca and North Avoca Beach, Wamberal and Forresters Beach.
New values were static in 3 groups and increased in five. Wamberal continued to increase with a
factor of 1.05; however this comes after the 2013 contraction of 15%. Patonga and Pearl Beach
showed the highest increase in value through component factors of 1.10, this follows on from a
rate of contraction of 0.89 in 2014.
During 2010 the then Department of Environment, Climate Change and Water identified 15
coastal erosion ‘hot spots’ in 11 council areas. These ‘hot spots’ have been defined as locations
where five or more houses are located in a current or immediate coastal hazard area. Gosford
LGA has one of these hotspots, Wamberal/Terrigal. In January 2013 the Coastal Protection
Amendment Act 2012 commenced which enabled “temporary coastal protection work” to be
undertaken, by property owners, without regulatory approvals to “mitigate the effects of wave
erosion on land”.
After ministerial direction Gosford Council has been updating their existing Open Beaches and
Broken Bay Beaches Coastal Management Plans to provide a Coastal Zone Management Plan
which will combine these two existing plans into one.
A coastal processes and hazard definition study undertaken by Worley Parsons in 2014 has
provided a set of Coastal Hazard Maps for the entire coastline between Patonga and Forresters
Beach. Council considers that this “updated hazard information is one piece of information to be
considered for relevant Development Assessment processes” and in March 2014 implemented
an interim Section 149 (Part 5) message on Planning Certificates on affected properties.
As previously stated Wamberal Beach component increased for 2015, after a substantial
contraction in 2013, which may indicate that the market has reconsidered the implications of this
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“Erosion Hotspot” label with the amendments to the Act now making it easier for works to be
undertaken to protect properties.
Medium Density
+ 33.15 % General Valuation Years 2012 to 2015
+ 17.77 % Annual Valuation to General Valuation Years 2014 to 2015
Medium Density comprising 11 components, with one exception, Avoca Beach, showed modest
to significant value growth both from 2014 to 2015 and also from 2012 to 2015. Over the same
time the Avoca Beach R1 zone has shown an overall slight contraction. The majority of this
growth has occurred over the past two annual value years, 2014 and 2015.
For the 2015 year component primary factors were in the range of 1.05 to 1.25. The Gosford and
West Gosford precincts, surrounding the Gosford CBD showing a 1.4 was a standout exception.
The location showing the greatest value growth has been the Gosford and West Gosford
precincts, surrounding the Gosford CBD, where variable density ratios permitting much higher
densities than under previous planning controls experienced a component primary factor of 1.4
for 2015. This was followed closely by the Point Frederick and East Gosford precincts with a 1.25
component primary factor. The adjoining B4 Mixed Use zone precincts which permit similar high
residential densities are also showing significant value growth this year.
Elsewhere component primary factors were in the range 1.1 to 1.2 for the in demand peninsula
suburbs of Woy Woy, Umina Beach & Ettalong Beach and the beachside Terrigal. This builds on
similar growth in values in the 2014 annual values program for these same locations.
The lowest rate of growth was demonstrated in the smaller less well positioned to inter regional
transport links precincts of Erina, Kincumber, Forresters Beach and Point Clare.
As a market segment there has been increased activity with site sales and new developments
emerging on a regular basis after several years of sporadic activity. Development application
activity has increased in a similar trend. This continues the strengthening trend which was
emerging during the 2013 annual program.
Non-Urban and Protection Market Trends
+ 8.02 % General Valuation Years 2012 to 2015
+ 7.3 % Annual Valuation to General Valuation Years 2014 to 2015
Gosford implemented the Local Environmental Plan in 2014 which had the result of restructuring
the components previously described as Non-Urban and Protection under the Gosford Planning
Scheme Ordinance and Interim Development Order NO 122. Gosford did not convert all their
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protection zoned land to meet the standard zone designation as required under the LEP
conversion process by the State Department of Planning. The Council sought and received
dispensation to leave certain land zoned in the old structure. These are referred to as Deferred
Matters in the LEP 2014. For the 2015 year there has been no change to these Deferred
Matters.
The

component

structure

comprises

11

Environment

Protection,

8

Rural

and

12

Protection/Deferred Matter zoned components encompassing over 5,700 properties.
The resurgent 2015 market generally experienced on the Central Coast included the majority of
this class of properties. An increase was experienced in the component primary factors of 28 of
the 31 components ranging between 2.1% and 15.5% while three primary factors remained
stable and no primary factors decreased.
Locations to show the lowest increases included the Mountains Hinterland E2 village, RU1 Calga
& Mt White, Whole of District RU3 and the Deferred Matter Coastal South 7(a) at around 2%
while the Coastal Deferred Matter/Protection zone components of Erina, Erina Heights, Terrigal,
pt Wamberal and Forresters Beach 7(c2) and North & West of Brisbane Water 7(a) experienced
increased of around 15%.
Those remaining static included, Environmental zone, large lot areas, farm type lots along the
Hawkesbury River from Lower Mangrove to Gunderman, Deferred Matter 7(a) lots west of
Brisbane Water and the isolated E2 riverside suburb of Wendoree Park.
Increases whilst widespread were not always consistent throughout a component.

In 10

components the larger land area holdings represented by the high value reference benchmark
situated in the upper quartile segment of the components did not experience the same upturn in
values. In this group reference benchmarks values experienced no change in values or only
slight increases. These locations included the RU2 zone lands at Calga and Mount White, the
Whole of District E3, E4, RU5 Village land, and the coastal area Deferred Matter/Protection zone
lands

in

the

hills

between

Springfield,

Holgate/Matcham,

through

to

the

Killcare

Heights/Macmasters Beach areas.
There are indications that generally the environmental and non-urban zoned property values
continue the trend observed in 2013 of blending in the same locations, based on the land size,
topography and clearing without a great deal of influence of the zone. The uses of the land blend
as more families seek to escape urban life to the rural home site environment rather than operate
working farms.

Notwithstanding there remains an obvious presence of worked farms with

isolated parcels showing substantial increases.
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Issues observed and highlighted by local real estate agents have been that potential purchasers
are generally highly aware and sensitive to environmental issues such as bush fire preparedness
of the improvements and property and to a lesser extent properties flood affected areas.

A

general trend for 2015 has radiated towards either the lower end of the market properties that
have the potential for improvement/subdivision potential or high end prestige rural lifestyle
properties that require little to no refurbishment.
Business Market Trends, overall
+ 8.9 % General Valuation Years 2012 to 2015
+ 3.4% Annual Valuation to General Valuation Years 2014 to 2015
This zone as a result of the introduction of LEP 2014 has now been condensed down to 22 from
the prior 33 components.

These changes were made by consolidating the B1 zone

neighbourhood centres into less but larger components based on location, and the amalgamation
of prime and fringe components from within the same centres, including Umina Beach, Ettalong
Beach, Woy Woy and East Gosford.
Of the 22 components for 2015 the component primary factors showed 1 to contract, 11
remaining static, and 10 increasing.
This compares to 2014 when 4 (18%) were required to contract, 12 (55%) remained static, and 6
(27%) increased and 2013 when 7 (21%), contracted, 24 (73%) remained static and 2 (6%)
increased in value.
The overall outcome has for 2015 more properties increasing in value or remaining static and
less in contraction. The increases in values have occurred in the peninsula district centres,
Umina Beach, Ettalong Beach, Woy Woy and the Gosford CBD and surrounding B4 zone
precincts.
On the comparison of 2012 to 2015, the statistical representation would indicate an overall
steady rate of growth and confidence in this segment over time. It would be expected that such
conservative growth would be more sustainable and value levels more likely to be maintained
into to the future. This market segment is traditionally less volatile than the residential.
It is important to note sales activity across the zone group, B1 to B6, is reviewed holistically and
new values for any specific zone are not determined from activity from within that one zone but
rather the market sentiment for the class of property as a group.

Notwithstanding there is

synergy between certain zones in regard to value, for example B1 and B2 are interrelated as one
is a step up from the other at a local level. B3 and B4 are confined to the Gosford CBD and the
precincts immediately adjacent. B5 is only found in primarily main road pockets at Wyoming,
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West Gosford, Erina and in several small pockets, also on main roads in Woy Woy and Umina.
B6 Enterprise Corridor is unique to one precinct at West Gosford. Dependant on the ranking of a
sale within its zone will give it some impact or relevance to corresponding ranked property in
other zones.
Notwithstanding this cross pollination of sales activity the impact of one or more sales within a
specific location will impact the greatest in that location. Whilst those locations considered of
comparable features will be reviewed for change against those sales.
Reviewing these outcomes based on zone provides some context for the results.
The B1 Neighbourhood Centres zone applies to low order, small neighbourhood centres, and
providing services at the community level. We have 5 components for this zone representing 5
sub-regional groups of suburban neighbourhood shopping centres, accommodating 159
individual properties.

These 5 sub-regional components groups are, North from Gosford

(Wyoming through to Lisarow), East side of Brisbane Water (Green Point, Saratoga, through to
Daleys Point), West side of Brisbane Water (Kariong, Point Clare through to Umina Beach),
Central Coast Highway (Erina Heights, Wamberal to Forresters Beach) and Coastal (Avoca
Beach, Copacabana, through to Hardy’s Bay and Wagstaffe). All but one remained static in
overall value in 2015. The coastal group showed an overall increase with component primary
factor of 1.046.
For the period 2012 to 2015 overall value change is +1.5%. Market movement on suburb by
suburb has been variable over this time. Some locations showing decline whilst others increased.
B2 Local Centre zone, there are 9 components, for about 440 properties. These represent the
significant suburban shopping precincts across the local government area, Wyoming/Lisarow,
Woy Woy, Umina Beach, Ettalong Beach, East Gosford, Erina, Avoca Beach, Terrigal and
Kincumber. As a result of our interpretation of market activity and sentiment, 3 components
remained static (Erina, Terrigal and Kincumber) whilst the remainder all increased in the range
1.03 to 1.05 component primary factors. An exception to this has been Umina Beach which
showed an increase by component primary factor of 1.19.
For the period 2012 to 2015 overall value change is + 3%. Market movement on suburb by
suburb has been variable over this time. Overall more properties have increased in value than
declined or remained static.
B3 Commercial Core and B4 Mixed Use, overwhelmingly these two zone groups, comprising 3
components, one for B3 and two for the B4, had values increase this year. These zones are only
applied for the Gosford CBD and the immediate adjoining business and mixed use precincts. It is
considered reasonable to report on them in unison as they interrelate. The annual and 2012-
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2015 average rate of growth reflects an obvious level of developer activity and strong efforts of
the Gosford council to promote development in these precincts.
For the period 2012 to 2015 overall value change is + 4%. Over this period the all but a very
small group of properties have appreciated in value.
B5 Business Development, comprises 4 component groups, the 2 largest and most prominent
in this group Erina and West Gosford both remained static this year, whilst Wyoming showed a
component primary factor of 1.045. The B5 zone precinct of Somersby contracted in value for the
second consecutive year.
For the period 2012 to 2015 overall value change has been +8%. The majority of this value
growth occurring to properties in the Erina and Wyoming precincts. The Somersby precinct has
contracted over this period by -20%.
B6 Enterprise Corridor is only applied to property located in West Gosford along Racecourse
Rd, the parallel Young St and extending for a short distance along The Central Coast Highway
required no change to values this year.
For the period 2012 to 2015 overall value change has been 7.5%. The majority of this increase
has occurred in the 2015 year. The value change from 2012 to 2014 was negligible.
Industrial Market Trends
+ 0.66 % General Valuation Years 2012 to 2015
+ 2.76 % Annual Valuation to General Valuation Years 2014 to 2015
This zone as a result of the introduction of LEP 2014 has now been condensed down to 9 from
the prior 12. With the exception of the introduction of zone IN4 Working Waterfront for the oyster
depuration plants on the Hawkesbury River at Mooney Mooney, LEP 2014 provides IN1 as the
dominant industrial zone.

The reduction in components see’s the rationalisation of three

components in Woy Woy into a single component, North Gosford (east side) with Wyoming, and
two West Gosford components into a single entity.
For 2015 two locations remained static, Somersby and Gosford, whilst all others increased as
indicated by component primary factors in the range 1.05 to 1.19.
This compares to 2014 when 7 primary factors remaining static, one in decline and one with an
increase and 2013 when of the 12 components 7 contracted in values and 5 remained static.
Hence the 2015 outcome indicates a strengthening of this market segment after a stable 2014
and contracting 2013.
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Outcomes in 2015 for the 8 IN1 Industrial components sees 2 remain static, Somersby and
Gosford, whilst all others increased by component primary factors in the range 1.047 to 1.193.
West Gosford, Lisarow, Erina, Woy Woy, Blackwall, all increased in the range 1.047-1.067.
Significant value increase was applied at Kincumber 1.127 and Wyoming 1.193 component
primary factors.
The IN4 Working Waterfront zone component for oyster farming activities a Mooney Mooney saw
an increase by component primary factor of 1.067.
Overwhelmingly this market segment appears to have generally appreciated in value this year.
Industrial uses range from domestic service industries such as the local mechanic to larger scale
users like transport, logistics and manufacturers. The Gosford Industrial market segment largely
consists of mature and developed stock.

New subdivision potential is limited primarily to

Somersby still as most other industrial locations are within areas constrained by surrounding
zones and development limitations. In this regard 3 properties with a total land area of about 40
hectares and positioned opposite the existing industrial zone lands in Somersby were rezoned
from Rural RU1 to Industrial in 2014 by way of an amendment to LEP 2014. These lands are
physically well suited to the proposed land use and appear not to be encumbered as many lots
are in Somersby industrial zone areas with cultural and environmental issues which have over
many years constrained the development of various sites.
Older developed sites within the older established industrial precincts are becoming the target for
redevelopment as the economic life of the older improvements reduces their market appeal and
utility for current technology. These less popular properties are not selling as well as newer,
modern sites or sale prices are being discounted because of age and obsolescence, which can
require significant capital expenditure to re-fit. Development of “business parks” in proximity to
main road access is an example of redevelopment that has occurred over recent years.
West Gosford is the largest industrial component located at the entrance to Gosford, three
kilometres from the Sydney-Newcastle M1 Motorway and has shown a modest 4.7% increase
this year. This area has been subjected to several years of major road works along the Central
Coast Highway, Manns Rd and Brisbane Water Drive intersection. This work is now nearing
completion.

Other Zones Value trends
-30.68 % General Valuation Years 2012 to 2015
+ 2.27 % Annual Valuation to General Valuation Years 2014 to 2015
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The components in this group include the zones of Special Use (2), Recreation/open-space (2)
and Waterway (1). In general this land use group seldom realises market based sales. The 2012
to 2015 contraction for this group reflects the introduction of the standardised LEP Special Use
zone, whereby the application of the specified use is applied more rigidly and the ability to revert
to alternate use less flexible. This zone was subject of value review during 2014 with numerous
properties having values reduced. This was addressed in our Valuation Analysis Report (VAR) of
that year.

LPI Provided Median Sales and Activity Charts
The LPI provide the following information to contractors in relation to changes in median values
across three broadly defined market segments. These are: 

Properties Zoned Residential



Properties Not Zoned Residential



Strata Properties (All Zones)

The use of Median value changes is an accepted means of comparison from one year to
another, with no distortions of value changes being the result from poor grading or inconsistent
application of values. This is why the LPI choose to focus on this measure and why this
information is provided back to contractors as a source of trends.
In fact this information is provided to all contractors and actually measures every LGA in the state
over the same three year period. This information makes for some interesting comparisons
between different districts and even adjoining districts.
The following graphs have been provided by Land & Property Information and comprise Median
Sales Charts for the period July 2013 to June 2015.
Legend:

Gosford Sales - July 2013 to June 2015
Contract (Exchange) Date for sales as received at LPI before 1 September 2015
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Sales of Interest 2015
The following sales are of particular interest, in that we consider them key sales that represent
what is happening to particular segments of the market.
Address
472 ORANGE GROVE RD, BLACKWALL 2256

Sale Price
$1,500,000

Sale Date
19/03/2015

Land Area
905.5m2

Adjusted Land
Value

$/sqm

Zoning

$1,450,000

$1,601.33

R2

Property Description
Vacant land. Tar sealed road, curb and guttered. All services available. Generally regular shaped
waterfront allotment. The land falls down from the road slightly and then continues to fall gently
through to the rear boundary. Extensive water views across Brisbane Water. Immediate
surrounding development comprises mostly of residential dwellings of varying age, condition and
construction type. Located approximately 3.2km, by road, south east of the Woy Woy shopping
centre.
Commentary
Vacant north east facing allotment with some brick boundary fencing and a jetty. No marketing
information available, Solicitor for purchaser advised that the sale agent was Belle Property Terrigal. Previously sold in 2006 for $1,200,000 with an older dwelling, which was demolished
prior to sale. Considered to be a market transaction.

Address
35 BAY ST, PATONGA 2256

Sale Price
$2,500,000

Sale Date
1/06/2015

Land Area
467.9m2

Adjusted Land
Value

$/sqm

Zoning

$1,331,000

$2,844.62

R2

Property Description

Improved beachfront reserve property. Tar sealed road, fully serviced. Regular shaped lot, which
is generally level with the road through to the rear boundary. Filtered ocean views to the south
east due to Norfolk Island pine trees. Immediate surrounding development comprises residential
dwellings of various age, construction and condition. Located approximately 300m by road southwest of the Patonga Wharf.

Commentary
Erected upon the land is a circa 2010, architect designed detached two storey, timber, mini orb
clad and metal roof dwelling with a double detached carport/portico. Agents advice indicates 4
bedrooms and 3 bathrooms.Other improvements include covered decks, landscaping, fencing and
driveway. The property was marketed and sold by PRDnationwide Ettalong Beach after an
extended marketing campaign. Benchmark Sale.

Address
4 PRINCE ST, WAMBERAL 2260

Sale Price
$1,100,000

Sale Date
17/08/2015

Land Area
670.3m2

Adjusted Land
Value

$/sqm

Zoning

$995,000

$1,484.41

R2

Property Description
Improved. Tar sealed road. Serviced. Generally regular shaped allotment. The land is generally
level with the street through to the dwelling and then falls gently through to the rear boundary,
cross falling slightly to the east. Distant ocean views to the south east. A Norfolk Island Pine tree
is situated close to the front boundary. Immediate surrounding development comprises mostly of
residential dwellings of a varying age, condition and construction type. Located approximately
200m, by road, west of the Wamberal beach access point. No environmental issues apparent.
Commentary
Erected upon the land is a circa 1950's single level fibrous sheet style clad and tiled roof dwelling
with a detached garage at the rear. Agents advice indicates 3 bedrooms, 1 bathroom. Other
improvements included patio, basic landscaping and fencing. Marketed by Mcgrath - Terrigal.
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Address
17 PACIFIC ST, WAMBERAL 2260

Sale Price
$3,000,000

Sale Date

Land Area

Adjusted Land
Value

$/sqm

Zoning

16/12/2014

935.8m2

$2,582,000

$2,759.14

R2

Property Description
Improved. Tar sealed, part curbed and guttering. Serviced. Regular shaped allotment. The land
rises slightly to moderately from the street through to the dwelling and then is generally level and
then falls through to the rear beachfront boundary. Immediate surrounding development
comprises mostly of detached dwellings and some medium density type development. Located
approximately 1km, by road, north west of the Terrigal shopping area. Identified on Council
mapping as Coastal Erosion Hotspot/Coastal Hazard area.

Commentary
Erected upon the land is a circa 1920's weatherboard and metal roof dwelling, renovated and
extended recently. Agents advice indicates 4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, hot tub and sauna. Other
improvements included decking, landscaping, on-site parking, driveway and fencing. Marketed by
McGrath - Terrigal.

451 OLD PACIFIC HWY, MOONEY MOONEY

Sale Price
$1,100,000

Sale Date

Land Area

20/11/2014

2.308 ha

Adjusted Land
Value

$/sqm

Zoning

$366,000

$15.86

E2

Property Description

Address

Description
The improved non contiguous riverfront irregular shaped inside lot is situated on both sides of the
bitumen sealed road. The north-west facing portion of the property is an irregular shaped
triangle, approximately 3,100m2, is situated below the road, has a creek flowing north-east to
south-west through the middle, has a dense native bush cover and a steep fall from the north and
south boundaries to the creek. The remainder of the property is an irregular triangle shape, is
south-west facing, adjoins Mooney Mooney Creek which forms the rear boundary, is situated
above and below the road, has a steep fall from the east corner towards the west that plateaus
near the middle, changing to a gentle undulating fall to the river, includes the properties cleared
grass covered curtilage which is approximately 6,700sq.m with the remainder of the portion
having a moderate to dense native bush cover. Tree filtered river views. Limited rural services
available. The surrounding development comprise various age detached rural dwellings. The
property is situated in an established rural suburb with the schools, shops and services within an
expected serviceable distance to a property situated in a rural locality. The environmental issues
identified by the local council that affect the property are, part "Bushfire Category 1 zone", part
acid soil classification as "high" and part covered by Ecologically Endangered Communities.
Commentary
The known improvements consist of a detached, circa 2004 single storey brick veneer and metal
roof dwelling with wrap around verandah and a double garage. Agents advice indicates 4
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, solar panels, back up generator, 80,000 litre water tank and automatic
property gates . Other ground improvements include a detached triple garage, combined boatshed and landing, shed, jetty, pergola, bitumen sealed driveway and landscaping. The property
was sold by LJ Hooker - East Gosford. Previously sold in October 2012 for $925,000 with
improvements in a similar condition.

Address
5 Oscar St Umina Beach

Sale Price

Sale Date

$560,000

27/10/2014

Land Area
455 m2

Adjusted Land
Value
365,000

$/sqm
$800

Zoning
B2

Property Description
Site Description Improved property. Regular shaped inside lot. Topography, as level. Services
available include water sewer electricity & telephone, tar sealed residential street, concrete kerb
& gutter.
General Comments Improved with circa 1970s single storey detached dwelling, brick/tile roof,
timber floor, claimed accommodation 2 beds 2 bath living dining. Original dated kitchen and bath
fittings and fixtures commensurate with age. Detached garage in brick/tile construction.
Established grounds basic provision full width concrete driveway fence lawn select shrubs.
Maintained presentation at date of sale. Positioned within an established commercial precinct.
Close proximity to shops schools & services. Located in a secondary precinct to West St being the
main commercial precinct. Opposite in Oscar St is a Coles supermarket, whilst immediately
adjoining on the east side of street are detached dwellings some of which have been converted to
commercial use. DA 44851/2013 for secondary dwelling approved 11/2013.
Sold by local agent Wilson r/e Woy Woy. Note last sold 09/2013 $412,500, a market sale.
Indicative as to the scale of market correction within the Umina Beach business zone precinct
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Address

Sale Price

5 Church St Terrigal

$2,700,000

Sale Date
02/06/2015

Land Area
935.8 m2

Adjusted Land
Value
$2,430,000

$/sqm
$2,596.00

Zoning
B2

Property Description, vacant property. Regular shaped inside lot with rear lane available.
Topography level. Services available include water sewer electricity & telephone, tar sealed
residential street, concrete kerb & gutter.

Commentary
Vacant development site in central position of Terrigal CBD. Vendor Gosford City Council, prior
use council carpark. No development application history. Sold by local agent L J Hooker Terrigal.
Considered a market sale. A premium achieved for a clear vacant development site in prime
position. Site meets floor space ratio bonus provisions of GLEP 2014 at 4.4A Town centres and
village centres—floor space ratios. A premium allowance has been deducted for scarcity vacant
sites which can realize bonus provisions of LEP.

Address

Sale Price
19-21 Hills St Gosford

$425,000 each

Sale Date
27/08/2014

Land Area
2 x 550 m2

Adjusted Land
Value
$275,000 each

$/sqm
$500.00

Zoning
B4

Property Description 2 Improved adjoining parcels. Tar sealed road with kerb and gutter. Fully
serviced. Set to road alignment, steady cross fall, regular in shape. Zoned B4 mixed use. Located
approximately 500 metres north-east of Gosford Railway station.
No readily identifiable environmental issues.

Commentary
Located in a residential area with surrounding development comprising a mixture of older style
and contemporary dwellings and residential density development. Considered a market sale. Sold
by Raine & Horne - Gosford. Erected upon the lands are two circa 1950s, single storey clad and
ribbed metal roof dwellings with covered outdoor areas and established grounds. Promoted by
the sales agent as dual block development site with adjoining lot, the transactions although
purchased by the same entities were separate from each other.
Indicative as to the scale of value/market correction to B4 zone precinct surrounding the Gosford
CBD

Address
18 Bonnal Rd Erina

Sale Price

Sale Date

$1,075,000

09/03/2015

Land Area
2,036 m2

Adjusted Land
Value
$597,000

$/sqm
$293.00

Zoning
IN1

Property Description
Site Description, Improved property. Regular shaped inside lot. Topography level. Services
available include water sewer electricity & telephone, tar sealed industrial street, concrete
kerb & gutter. Adjoins on rear to open space reserve then to Erina Creek.

Commentary
older style basic factory improvements, construction appears as concrete block metal pitch roof
on concrete slab, divided into two units of equal size and feature, building foot print 700 m2.
The building is positioned centrally on the site with a concrete apron wrapping around. Lease
summary at date of sale, Unit 1, $40,330, Unit 2 $38,190 pa. Initial net rent $78,520 shows
passing yield 7.3%. Rent corrected for CPI may only increase yield to 7.5%.
Indicated as sold by local agent LJ Hooker Commercial Central Coast. Considered a market sale.
Sale adjustment letting up allowed.
Located within an established industrial precinct of Erina. Surrounding development comprises
industrial buildings and lots of varying size age and construction, including comparable.
Note last sold 05/2008 $925,000.
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Address
35 Pile Rd somersby

Sale Price

Sale Date

$566,500

15/05/2015

Land Area
4,472 m2

Adjusted Land
Value
$566,500

$/sqm
$126.00

Zoning
IN1

Property Description
vacant property. Regular shaped corner lot. Topography above street position, gentle even rise
from street to rear. Services available include water sewer electricity & telephone, tar sealed
residential street, concrete kerb & gutter.

Commentary
vacant land located within the establishing Somersby industrial estate, close proximity and good
road access to M1 motorway. Surrounding development includes both vacant and developed sites
of comparable lot area and features.
Development Application history 010.2015.00047779.001 Application Details Complying
Development Cert. - New Warehouse with Ancillary Office Lodged: 15/06/2015 Determined:
10/06/2015 Approved by Private Certifier Estimated Cost of Work: $ 900,000 Officer: Private
Certifying Authority.
Sold directly from Hunter Land Holdings. Considered a market indicator.
One of several (8) vacant site sales to occur in the Somersby industrial area. Indicative as to the
market

Address
12 Dell Rd West Gosford

Sale Price

Sale Date

$440,000

02/04/2015

Land Area
2,025 m2

Adjusted Land
Value
$440,000

$/sqm
$217.00

Zoning
IN1

Property Description
Vacant property. Regular shaped inside lot. Topography set above street with gentle rise to rear
and cross fall evident. Services available include water sewer electricity & telephone, tar sealed
industrial street, concrete kerb & gutter. Accessed via a concrete bridge/cross-over, affected by
a 2 metre wide drainage easement at the Western boundary and by a 10 metre wide drainage
easement at the front where the concrete bridge is located.

Commentary
vacant industrial site. Located within established industrial precinct of west Gosford,
surrounding development includes limited vacant sites, improved industrial sites of varying land
area with improvement of varying construction type and presentation. Mixed industrial uses.
Adjoins on west side to undeveloped industrial zone land. General services and amenities are
within accessible distance. Understood to have sold through local agent Chapman & Frazer r/e
Gosford.
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Sales of Interest since 2012 General Valuation
2012
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2013
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Resales
Prop ID District

Zone Comp

Lot/Plan

Area

Sale ID

Dealing

Contract

Price

% Change

Time
Between
Sales
(days)

Address

Comments

657.6 307250 AH835637
657.6 483483 AJ539628

20/04/2013 585000
16/04/2015 753000

28.72%

726

Appears to represent the market
Improved sale

384 380224 AI631556
384 430135 AJ75064

9/04/2014 385000
8/10/2014 500000

29.87%

182

Appears to represent the market
Improved sale

1/17420
1/17420

746.1 300811 AH713632
746.1 505983 AJ705948

22/02/2013 625000
22/05/2015 1000000

60.00%

819

Appears to represent the market
Improved sale

18/1059077
18/1059077

238.8 398625 AI810586
238.8 479431 AJ486386

9/06/2014 425000
21/03/2015 465000

9.41%

285

Appears to represent the market
Improved sale

695.6 392433 AI726811
695.6 510113 AJ740685

28/05/2014 154000
26/06/2015 260000

68.83%

394

Appears to represent the market
vacant land sale

6433 506051 AJ711860
6433 331059 AI236815

13/09/2013 871000
26/05/2015 1050000

20.55%

620

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

PT 1/23616
PT 1/23616

800 323457 AI139856
800 441414 AJ149571

19/09/2013 220000
7/11/2014 260000

18.18%

414

Appears to represent the market
vacant land sale

393 THE ENTRANCE RD ERINA
HEIGHTS
5/1135884
5/1135884

9380 424299 AJ31778
9380 467593 AJ397780

6/08/2014 1050000
22/02/2015 1200000

14.29%

200

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

352/1061158
352/1061158

10010 328718 AI182881
10010 481430 AJ504919

13/10/2013 1200000
25/03/2015 1318000

9.83%

528

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

4/232333
4/232333

10800 376146 AJ5607902
10800 494739 AJ550929

5/03/2014 790000
1/04/2015 875000

10.76%

392

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

8/09/2417
8/09/2417

10120 353260 AI402183
10120 485749 AJ546631

7/01/2014 412000
18/04/2015 560000

35.92%

466

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

35/25372
35/25372

550.1 311664 AH893807
550.1 457246 AJ314093

17/05/2013 180000
22/12/2014 220000

22.22%

584

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

28/9408
28/9408

455.3 341785 AI312488
22/11/2013 1300000
455.3 501429 OSR3628699 11/07/2015 1310000

0.77%

596

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

28/11555
28/11555

455.3 406226 AI837291
455.3 506040 AJ705026

5/06/2014 880000
15/06/2015 955000

8.52%

375

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

1/224628
1/224628

461.6 339119 AI281687
461.6 457208 AJ312135

9/11/2013 256000
20/01/2015 335000

30.86%

437

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

5/959078
5/959078

1378.4 368988 AI551435
1378.4 503971 AJ373414

4/03/2014 575000
10/02/2015 594500

3.39%

343

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

106/1186451
106/1186451

780.8 441444 AJ156971
780.8 494757 AJ606747

1/12/2014 300000
1/05/2015 335000

11.67%

151

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

252/518501
252/518501

765.1 348375 AI359590
765.1 503970 AJ689420

21/12/2013 700000
10/12/2014 755000

7.86%

354

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

22/22095
22/22095

480.6 376106 AI608158
480.6 485745 AJ557570

11/04/2014 590000
24/04/2015 620000

5.08%

378

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

2/845890
2/845890

967 295988 AH508354
967 437305 AJ133635

29/10/2012 440000
11/11/2014 555000

26.14%

743

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

5/07/2163
5/07/2163

518 284564 AH212637
518 467556 AJ400993

13/07/2012 190000
20/02/2015 291000

53.16%

952

Appears to represent the market
vacant land sale

73/14817
73/14817

670.2 445170 AJ53892
670.2 488352 AJ505307

25/09/2014 520000
1/04/2015 590000

13.46%

188

Appears to represent the market
vacant land sale

34/B/10242
34/B/10242

543.8 314831 AI15389
543.8 441393 AJ155499

7/05/2013 275000
18/11/2014 359000

30.55%

560

Appears to represent the market
vacant land sale

22 GEORGE ST EAST GOSFORD

49066 GOSFORD R1

GFJ

92132 GOSFORD R1

GFJ

25964 GOSFORD R1

GFJ

3048144 GOSFORD R1

GFA

54042 GOSFORD R1

GFA

88724 GOSFORD P

GEW

5 CURRAWONG RD
WAMBERAL

84882 GOSFORD P

GEV

400 TERRIGAL DR TERRIGAL

85717 GOSFORD P

GEV

3040458 GOSFORD P

GEU

77784 GOSFORD P

GEO

73408 GOSFORD P

GEL

67747 GOSFORD E2

GEC

30606 GOSFORD R2

GWO

30606 GOSFORD R2

GWA

30606 GOSFORD R2

GHW

85752 GOSFORD R2

GHV

600 THE ENTRANCE RD
WAMERAL

3709143 GOSFORD R2

GHU

7D STRATFORD PARK DR
TERRIGAL

88210 GOSFORD R2

GHP

59 TRAMWAY RD NORTH
AVOCA

53459 GOSFORD R2

GHH

75 HELMSMAN BVD ST
HUBERTS ISLAND

43888 GOSFORD R2

GGX

60948 GOSFORD R2

GGX

3818875 GOSFORD R2

GGU

63272 GOSFORD R2

GGN

6/23947
6/23947

46 WELLS ST EAST GOSFORD 71/825852
71/825852
177 ALBANY ST POINT
FREDERICK

11 WINGELLO CRES WYOMING

232 HENRY PARRY DR NORTH
GOSFORD
1/22648
1/22648

347 WATTLE TREE RD HOLGATE

40 READS RD WAMBERAL

30 OURIMBAH ST LISAROW

15 MOOGA AVE SPENCER

33 BAY ST PATONGA

57 VICTORY PDE TASSCOTT

1 CABARITA ST WAMBERAL

40 DIGBY RD SPRINGFIELD

10 LAKALA AVE SPRINGFIELD

49A CORNELIAN RD PEARL
BEACH
37 MACKENZIE AVE WOY WOY

1/613861
1/613861
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Prop ID District

Zone Comp

Lot/Plan

Area

Sale ID

Dealing

Contract

Price

% Change

Time
Between
Sales
(days)

Address

203 PHEGANS BAY RD

75954 GOSFORD R2

GGM

50261 GOSFORD R2

GGL

93 GLENROCK PDE
KOOLEWONG

3065211 GOSFORD R2

GGE

104 CHAMBERLAIN RD
WYOMING

71 TURPENTINE ST WYOMING

88828 GOSFORD R2

GGE

73986 GOSFORD R2

GGE

73131 GOSFORD R2

GGE

73114 GOSFORD R2

GGE

65016 GOSFORD R2

GGE

63854 GOSFORD R2

GGE

53325 GOSFORD R2

GGE

3840620 GOSFORD R2

GGC

3715392 GOSFORD R2

GGC

3115435 GOSFORD R2

GGC

76298 GOSFORD R2

GGC

68238 GOSFORD R2

GGC

86920 GOSFORD R2

GGB

56538 GOSFORD R2

GGB

82832 GOSFORD R2

GGA

3 STEWART BROUGHAM CL
LISAROW

52013 GOSFORD R2

GGA

21 HAMILTON CL NIAGARA
PARK

75739 GOSFORD R2

GGA

68753 GOSFORD R2

GGA

45394 GOSFORD R2

GGA

579 PACIFIC HWY WYOMING

58 ORANGE PDE WYOMING

24 ORANGE PDE WYOMING

1 MARANOA ST WYOMING

22 MALISON ST WYOMING

4 HEATHER CRES WYOMING

18B JACANA AVE NARARA

8 BELLBOWRIE AVE NARARA

90A COOLAWIN CIR NARARA

11 PINETOP AVE NARARA
5 MOUNTAIN VIEW AVE
NARARA

6 THE VALLEY WAY LISAROW

9 JANNIE CL LISAROW

16 PERRATT CL LISAROW
21 NARANI AVE NIAGARA
PARK

23 EAGLE CL LISAROW

Comments

42/4726
42/4726

278.2 270960 AG930559
278.2 424277 AJ30785

10/04/2012 102000
30/10/2014 116000

13.73%

933

Appears to represent the market
vacant land sale

6/246393
6/246393

612.7 355494 AI443644
612.7 492147 AJ549424

25/01/2014 410000
15/04/2015 520000

26.83%

445

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

6/1053727
6/1053727
6/1053727

643.5 297198 AH575284
643.5 426215 AJ36758
643.5 455312 AJ294797

10/01/2013 180000
16/09/2014 220000
16/01/2015 235000

22.22%

614

Appears to represent the market
vacant land sale

6.82%

122

24/226761
24/226761

524.8 298318 AH572344
524.8 450067 AJ243303

4/01/2013 328000
23/12/2014 379500

15.70%

718

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

41/855373
41/855373

505.4 341860 AI317588
505.4 451941 AJ270539

3/12/2013 308000
17/12/2014 350000

13.64%

379

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

66/221662
66/221662

543.8 274184 AG982606
543.8 418037 AI965800

6/03/2012 310000
18/08/2014 387500

25.00%

895

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

14/30145
14/30145

486.9 306361 AH804142
486.9 408657 AI894886

17/05/2013 310000
1/08/2014 403000

30.00%

441

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

119/237885
119/237885

455.3 303812 AH721214
455.3 418050 AI972492

19/03/2013 312000
6/09/2014 415000

33.01%

536

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

27/232744
27/232744

474.2 277849 AH35037
474.2 450025 AJ242737

19/04/2012 361500
23/12/2014 465000

28.63%

978

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

161/222758
161/222758

600.7 266833 AG857671
600.7 463654 AJ354770

17/01/2012 292000
24/01/2015 387550

32.72%

1103

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

19/1204974
19/1204974

720.6 485795 AJ488731
720.6 485796 AJ488732

23/06/2014 270000
18/12/2014 290000

7.41%

178

Appears to represent the market
vacant land sale

9/1186245
9/1186245

995.1 373535 AI560982
995.1 450084 AJ242847

13/04/2014 285000
12/12/2014 300000

5.26%

243

Appears to represent the market
vacant land sale

15/1071665
15/1071665

689.7 313464 AH966109
689.7 446120 AJ226406

3/07/2013 520000
22/11/2014 630000

21.15%

507

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

110/241776
110/241776

619.7 288721 AH310741
619.7 453671 AJ277996

5/09/2012 345000
22/12/2014 447000

29.57%

838

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

58/240872
58/240872

682.9 371495 AI581144
682.9 457249 AJ327810

29/03/2014 550000
14/01/2015 580000

5.45%

291

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

127/1005916
127/1005916

549.9 361316 AI482176
549.9 459364 AJ343580

6/01/2014 480000
10/02/2015 617500

28.65%

400

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

2018/802411
2018/802411

709.3 299533 AH581001
709.3 450014 AJ235335

15/01/2013 517250
18/11/2014 600000

16.00%

672

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

88/873265
88/873265

727.7 270171 AG900594
727.7 421494 AI974063

12/02/2012 427000
2/09/2014 470000

10.07%

933

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

30/242139
30/242139

676.6 427993 AJ66406
676.6 483484 AJ457421

20/10/2014 170000
28/03/2015 190000

11.76%

159

Appears to represent the market
vacant land sale

39/713715
39/713715

753.4 278467 AH72706
753.4 463692 AJ358307

4/06/2012 485000
10/02/2015 617000

27.22%

981

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

28/247011
28/247011

722.8 295962 AH520644
722.8 434943 AJ119086

15/12/2012 317000
27/10/2014 385000

21.45%

681

Appears to represent the market
improved sale

12/261667
12/261667

1056 302738 AH720215
1056 441369 AJ161213

26/03/2013 310000
7/11/2014 410000

32.26%

591

Appears to represent the market
improved sale
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT VALUATION MEDIA RELEASE INFORMATION
Sales Analysed for Base date 2015

Category
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Rural
Total

Number
780
70
50
160
1060

Land Value Trends Summary from 2012 to 2015
Category
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Rural
Rural Residential/hobby farms
Village

Trend
Strong
increase
Slight
increase
Slight
increase
Slight
increase
Slight
increase
Slight
increase

Description
Widespread increases in value ranging from
modest to substantial
Most locations have experienced some
increases
Most locations have experienced some
increases
Most locations trending similar
Most locations trending similar
Most locations trending similar

Significant Issues since the Previous General Valuation
The most significant development since the last General Valuation year 2012 has been the
gazettal of Gosford Local environmental Plan 2014 becoming effective from February 11, 2014.
2015
Central Coast region declared a natural disaster zone after widespread April storm cells caused
significant property damage across the region and the state. This had little apparent effect on the
surge in property prices.

Residential density site sales, new development approvals and commencements have had a
high profile throughout this year. In and around the Gosford CBD, East Gosford and the
Peninsula suburbs of Woy Woy, Umina Beach and Ettalong Beach featuring prominently.

Site of proposed Australian Tax Office relocation to Gosford CBD announced amidst controversy
over the site selection being on part of the controversial former Gosford public school site
positioned on prime land adjacent Brisbane Water waterfront.
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Residential density development in and around the Gosford CBD show strong market indicators.
Site acquisition prices have increased, speculative purchasing evident. Numerous site sales and
development applications and approvals have been made. A selection of constructions have
commenced with numerous more in the pipeline.

Former

Spurbest/Froggys

CBD

redevelopment

site

sells

to

overseas

Chinese

developer/investors, who indicate a desire to proceed to development approval.
Union Hotel site in Gosford CBD gains approval for major mixed use redevelopment including
high rise residential towers.

Gosford Council revises intentions for the former Town Centre shopping complex on Donnison St
Gosford, renamed the Kibbleplex project, claiming most recent financial projections indicate the
proposal as no longer viable. Indications are that council may dispose of the property.

2014
The issue of global warming and rising sea levels continues to stir emotions, with Gosford
Council adopting best practice and informed advice to minimise liability and property loss not
being well received by property owners in high risk water side locations.

Brisbane Water floodplain review undertaken by council with a range of recommendations to
provide information and warnings to the public went on public exhibition late 2014.

Initial announcement from the federal government to relocate substantial Tax Office workforce to
proposed purpose to be built premises on the Central Coast is made. No indication as to site
location.

Water front land adjacent Gosford CBD announced as State Significant Site by the then Minister
for Planning Brad Hazzard. This announcement is well received by council.

2013
West Gosford Riverside Park development opens, contemporary styled business park accessed
from both Manns Rd and Central Coast Highway, incorporates a 15,000 square metre Masters
Home Improvement Centre, medical suites, a bulky goods district, as well as a list of other
commercial clients, including many big names and national brands.
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Gosford council announce its plans for the former Town Centre shopping complex in Donnison
Street proposing to convert the centre and establish education and community hub. State
government financial support is made available.

Significant Value Changes– from prior to current Annual Valuation
LPI require two levels of significant value change to be addressed for reporting and
reconciliation in the Valuation Analysis Report (VAR), these are


Do all properties have a calculated factor within a 40% range of the component factor?



Do any properties have a factor of less that 0.5 or greater than 2?

Both of these requirements were reported as required in the VAR.
For the former 54 properties were identified and reconciled in the VAR.
For the latter 10 properties were identified and reconciled in the VAR.
Due to the overlapping nature of the two queries there is some duplication of properties
occurring in both lists.
Our reply was sent to the LPI within their required time frame identifying the reasons for the
change in value. A summary as per the Procedures Manual V6.5 of the reasons for the
change in value are listed below.


Identified through the verification cycle as being historically too high or low



Identified as a grading issue as the result of a sale



Identified as having a zoning change



Identified as heritage listed
The LPI have accepted our value changes and subsequent reasons for these changes.

Added Value of Improvements
Robertson & Robertson provide information about the added value of improvements through
each year’s Paired Sales Analysis. The results of this form the basis of the value ranges that are
appropriate for different locations, age, size and condition of improvements. Obviously the paired
sales analysis does not include all the different possible categories of improvements that we
would have to deduce each year.
Therefore the content of these tables and the value range parameters for the added value of
improvements is built up over many years of completing paired sales analysis for different types
of improvements.
We display the added value information in a summary table form along with the corresponding
estimated replacement costs, as compiled from each year’s updated Building Cost Guide,
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Rawlinson’s. The information is displayed in the same table so the individual valuer can
continually see the relationship between the added value of improvements in comparison to the
replacement cost for different categories of improvements.
In most instances, the valuer will not have identical improvements analysed in a paired sales
analysis, so the valuer will need to draw upon their judgment of other paired sales that might be
similar or even replacement costs in some instances.
Robertson & Robertson provide both Added Value of Improvements and Replacement Costs
information within the same tables so the valuer can draw upon this information when making the
required judgments about how to adjust a sale for the value of the improvements.

Development Approvals (DAs)
Rating & Taxing Valuers adjust sales giving consideration to the substantial added value of DAs,
particularly for non-standard properties where risk and/or expected prolonged approval is
reasonably expected at the time of sale.

There would be significant cost savings for a

development having many issues resolved through the Development Approval process. This
would include environmental, contamination, planning, density or lot yield issues etc. Some risks
associated with the development of the site would be alleviated by having the certainty of a DA.

Replacement Cost
The replacement cost of improvements adds to the information about different types of
improvements.

Mostly the added value of improvements determined from the paired sales

analysis represents a depreciation of the new replacement cost to build improvements, so
knowledge about replacement costs are routinely compared to the results of the paired sales
analysis, added value of improvements.
Some types of development are difficult to determine the added value of improvements because
of infrequent sales analysis or because the component comprises an established area where
vacant land sales rarely occur.
The added value of improvements can be determined through continually comparing the cost of
replacement with the calculated added value of improvements determined each year through the
paired sales analysis program, where there is no opportunity to pair sales.
Comparing this information about the added value of improvements to replacement costs allows
depreciation rates to be calculated. Once depreciation rates have been established, this can be
applied to the cost of replacement in the absence of paired sales analysis to determine the added
value of improvements.
Understanding the depreciation can be done by a percentage reduction compared to new
replacement, or a factor adjustment dollar amount. By displaying the added value information
next to the replacement cost information; our valuers are continually exposed to this information
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and can make the right adjustments when required through an appreciation of the differences for
the different market segments.
Costs of replacement improvements are determined from annual updates provided by
Rawlinson’s (Currently Edition 32 for 2014) which we subscribe to each year. These are very
comprehensive and detailed and widely used by Quantity Surveyors throughout Australia. The
information is supplemented with Quarterly Updates.
Relevant information is extracted from this source into our tables where costs can be compared
to the Added Value of Improvements determined from our Paired Sales Analysis.
This is a comparison of the whole building structure to determine the costs of replacement.
Rawlinson’s also has comprehensive detail about parts of buildings, renovations etc. We have
not quoted these within our current tables, but this information is available through perusing the
current edition of Rawlinson’s.
Our current database system also allows us to view all historic sales analysis that we have
completed, and to see various summary details such as $/sq.m for living, garages etc.
We use a broadly similar worksheet in Excel format to that prescribed in Appendix C in the Rating
& Taxing Valuation Procedures Manual v6.3, Sales Analysis by Replacement Cost.
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Added Value Of Improvements Valuer's Guide 2015 Annual Program

These values have been deduced from Paired Sales Analysis in recent years
General Value Added
Est Size Sq.m

Range

Dwelling Type
BASIC FIBRO DWELLINGS

Min

Renovators Special - Not knock over
Fibro 1-2 bedroom
50 - 75
Fibro 2 bedroom
70 - 95
Fibro 3 bedroom
85 - 105
Hardiplank & tile 3 bedroom (Deaves & Bradshaw) '70s/80s
85 - 95

Max

General Value
Estimated
Added $/sq.m Living Replacement Cost Min
Max
Min
Max

$
$
$
$
$

50,000
60,000
80,000
100,000
80,000

$
$
$
$
$

80,000 N/A
110,000
130,000
160,000
150,000

85 - 105
85 - 105

$
$

80,000
160,000

$
$

160,000
250,000

65 - 100
65 - 100
80 - 105
80 - 105
80 - 105
80 - 105

$
$
$
$
$
$

60,000
110,000
100,000
140,000
100,000
140,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

85 - 105
85 - 105
85 - 105
105 - 160
160 - 300
85 - 105
105 - 160
185 - 350
300 - 400

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

100,000
140,000
120,000
150,000
200,000
120,000
135,000
200,000
330,000

95 - 110
110 - 170
170 - 300

$
$
$

85 - 105
105 - 150
150 - 250
100
125
200
350

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

1000
1500

1500 N/A
2500 N/A

N/A
N/A

110,000
160,000
160,000
200,000
160,000
200,000

1000
1200
1000
1500
1200
1500

1500
1700
1500
2000
1800
2000

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

160,000
200,000
200,000
220,000
300,000
180,000
200,000
330,000
400,000

1100
1500
1100
1100
1100
1200
1200
1200
1200

1700
2000
1700
1700
1700
1800
1800
2000
2000

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

140,000
200,000
300,000

$
$
$

200,000
300,000
500,000

1500
1500
1500

2500
2500
2500

$
$
$

135,000
185,000
275,000

$
$
$

185,000
275,000
400,000

1600
1600
1600

2750 N/A
2500 N/A
2200 N/A

$
$
$
$

250,000
350,000
450,000
600,000

$
350,000
$
450,000
$
600,000
$ 2,000,000
$2,000,000+

1600
1600
1600
1600
3000

3000
3000
3000
3000
5000+ N/A

800
800
800
800

1500
1500
1500
1500

OLDER WEATHERBOARD DWELLINGS

1930s Weatherboard
1930s Weatherboard - Renovated
AGE DEFINED DWELLINGS

1950s
1950s
1960s
1960s
1970s
1970s

Basic Fibro
Basic Fibro - Renovated
Basic Red Brick Veneer
Basic Red Brick Veneer - Renovated
Basic Blonde Brick Veneer
Basic Blonde Brick Veneer - Renovated

PROJECT DWELLINGS

1980s Basic Project Brick Veneer
1980s Basic Project Brick Veneer - Renovated
1990s Small Project Brick Veneer
1990s Medium Size Project Brick Veneer
1990s Large Size Project Brick Veneer
2000s Small Project Brick Veneer
2000s Medium Size Project Brick Veneer
2000s Large Size Project Brick Veneer
Exceptional Modern Project Dwellings

1100
1100
1100
1100

1200
1200
1200
1800

2000
2000
2000

3000
3000
3000

MASTER BUILT DWELLINGS

Master built - Small Size
Master built - Medium Size
Master built - Large Size
POLE HOMES

Modern pole home - small
Modern pole home - medium
Modern pole home - large

N/A
N/A

N/A

Architect Dwellings

Small
Medium
Large
Super Size
Super Opulent/Top of the Range
RURAL DWELLINGS
Smaller Rural Dwelling Equivalent to Projects

Medium Rural Dwellings
Large Rural Dwellings

- 125
- 200
- 350
- 600

1600
1550
1500

2000
2000
2000
2000

3000
3000
3000
3000
N/A

100 - 200
200 - 300
300 - 500

$
$
$

85,000
200,000
300,000

$
$
$

200,000
300,000
600,000

1300
1250
1200

1300
1300
1300

1600
1600
1600

-

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,000
3,500
5,000
5,000
5,000
10,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,500
4,500
10,000
12,000
35,000
60,000

50
175
125
400

$

15,000

$

85,000

-

$

1,000

$

7,000

-

-

-

-

-

$

5,000

$

15,000

-

-

-

-

-

$

10,000

$

20,000

-

-

-

-

-

$
$
$

15,000
10,000
2,000

$
$
$

30,000
40,000
10,000

-

-

-

-

-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10,000
200
100
25,000
10,000
5,000
250
100

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

50,000
350
250
50,000
30,000
25,000
500
200

200
(Floodlit)
-

350
-

-

-

Other Improvements (Add to Dwelling)

Single carport (poor quality)
Single carport (good quality)
Single fibro garage
Single brick garage
Fibreglass Inground Pool
Concrete Inground Pool
Pebblecrete Inground Pool

100 N/A
250
350 N/A
600

N/A

250

275
N/A

500

N/A
N/A
N/A

600
N/A
N/A
N/A

Ground Improvements

Fencing, grass, driveway, path- Minimal
Provision
Fencing, lawn, driveway, path, landscaping,
select plantings
Fencing, lawn, driveway, path, landscaping,
increasingly formalised
Fencing, lawn, driveway, path, retaining,
landscaping increasingly formalised
Driveway - Concrete
Driveway - Gravel
Non - Urban Added Value
Cleared lightly tree studded landscaped APZ/Cutilage
Machinery Shed
Shed
Tennis court - full size
Earth Dam
Round Yard
Stable
Single Horse Shelter
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Paired Sales Analysis
Summary information on the Gosford and Wyong Contract Paired Sales Analysis Program for
Wyong LGA is provided below
PID

Address

67749 11 Mooga Ave Spencer
67747 15 Mooga Ave Spencer

93824 4154 Wisemans Ferry Rd Spencer
93832 4101 Wisemans Ferry Rd Spencer

Land
Contract
area (m2) date

Sales
price

Adjustments Analysed
land value

Added value Description
of
improvements

550.1
550.1

25/03/2015
22/12/2014

$75,000
$220,000

$75,000
$87,000

Vacant land
$133,000 1960's single level fibrous cement wall and tile/metal
roof dwelling with attached timber deck and single
carport. Part internal refurbishment 1990's. 3 bed/ 1
bath.

11,850.0
16,480.0

11/08/2015
31/03/2015

$168,000
$340,000

$168,000
$165,000

Vacant land
$175,000 1990's single storey elevated timber clad and metal
roof pole type dwelling with attached timber decks
and carport/car parking underneath. 4 bed/ 2 bath.

3080965 37 Kings Ave Terrigal

650

8/09/2014

$312,000

3080942 51 Kings Ave Terrigal

650

29/05/2015

$861,250

-$2,000

$310,000
$358,000

93569 6696 Wisemans Ferry Rd Gunderman

556.4

20/11/2014

$245,000

$245,000

93563 6708 Wisemans Ferry Rd Gunderman

588.1

21/01/2015

$431,500

$241,000

Vacant land
$503,000 2010 part two level brick and tile dwelling with
attached double garage. 4 bed/ 2 bath.
Vacant land
$190,000 1970's renovated hardiplank and metal roof dwelling
with an attached single garage and tandem carport. 3
bed/ 2 bath.

3709143 7D Stratford Park Dr Terrigal

780.8

1/05/2015

$335,000

83212 11 Stratford Park Dr Terrigal

550.8

27/05/2015

$775,000

$335,000
$341,000

Vacant rural land
$434,000 Circa 2000 renovated single storey brick and tile
dwelling with a double attached garage. 3 bed/ 2 bath.

47585 29 Fiesta Cres Copacabana
43381 128 Del Monte Pl Copacabana

556.4
569.1

17/03/2015
9/06/2015

$396,000
$650,100

$396,000
$390,000

Vacant land
$260,000 1990s two level timber style clad and ribbed metal
roof pole type dwelling with timber parking platform.
Original condition. 4 bed/ 2 bath.

3818875 49A Cornelian Rd Pearl Beach
43824 74 Diamond Rd Pearl Beach

670.2
670.2

1/04/2015
15/10/2015

$590,000
$840,000

$590,000
$598,000

Vacant land
$242,000 Circa 1950's style renovated detached single level,
weatherboard and metal roof dwelling with part wrap
around verandah and on-site parking. 3 bed/ 2 bath.

50193 162 Glennie St Wyoming

569.1

1/08/2015

$225,000

$225,000

63446 23 Maidens Brush Rd Wyoming

562.8

30/01/2015

$320,000

$221,000

66417 73 Melaleuca Cres Tascott

642.1

24/01/2015 $ 220,000

66425 58 Melaleuca Cres Tascott

600.7

15/04/2015 $ 531,000

46327 135 Empire Bay Dr Empire Bay

879.8

28/08/2015

$315,000

59093 40 Kendall Rd Empire Bay

765.1

23/12/2014

$630,000

46327 135 Empire Bay Dr Empire Bay

879.8

28/08/2015

$315,000

59094 42 Kendall Rd Empire Bay

765.1

12/02/2015

$490,000

$220,000
$238,000
-$10,000

-$10,000

$305,000
$302,000
$305,000
$300,000

Vacant land
$99,000 Circa 1950s, single level fibrous sheet style clad and
tile dwelling with detached garage. 3 beds.
Vacant Land
$293,000 1990s double storey timber style clad/brick and tile
dwelling with attached carport. 4 bed/ 2 bath.
Vacant land
$328,000 Renovated circa 1980s single level rendered brick and
tile dwelling with 4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms and
detached double garage and carport
Vacant land
$190,000 Circa 1970s, single storey brick and tile dwelling with
3 bedrooms, bathroom, carport.

LPI Changes to Current Values
Successful Objections
Successful Objection decisions to current GV & LT values are identified on a weekly basis on
completion of the data imports from LPI each Monday morning. Team leaders allocate each
objection to the relevant valuer to undertake the following action:
• The objection decision report is downloaded from SIX
• The report is thoroughly analysed to ascertain the relevant issues which have impacted on land
value
• Where the issue is considered ‘property specific’ and does not impact on surrounding entries or
grading, the objection report is attached to the entry and a comment is prepared for inclusion in
the VAR.
• Where the issues identified may relate to surrounding entries and grading, a full review of
surrounding grading and other entries considered to be impacted is undertaken.
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• Where significant other anomalies are identified from this review, a list of the affected entries
with amended value recommendations is sent to LPI for reascertainment action.
• Where affectation is minor in nature, action is undertaken to better align surrounding values in
the annual values provided for the current year.
Part of our Quality assurance processes is that all successful objections processed (35Bs) are
individually looked at with the surrounding grading or the similar type entries in the roll graded to
reconcile with the new value applied by the 35B process.
We monitor 35Bs each week as they amend the roll value. We generate a simple report that
shows entries that have had basis or value changes such as 35B and 14A(6).
Also we regularly monitor Valnet for Objections, and look at possible objections, applications for
objections and objections that are likely to be determined in the future. Valnet is a great way of
monitoring these processes.
All objections for the current year have been individually listed and the actions undertaken
explained.

New Land
Value

R2

GHJ

$566,000

$420,000

39451 20 CLAIRVOUX RD WAMBERAL 2260

R2

GHV

$814,000

$700,000

43281 145 DEL MONTE PL COPACABANA 2251

R2

GHM

$557,000

$385,000

59377 29 KILLCARE RD KILLCARE 2257

R2

GHJ

$499,000

$440,000

63120 40 MACDONALD ST KILLCARE HEIGHTS 2257 R2

GHK

$956,000

$850,000

69930 43 NIMALA AVE KOOLEWONG 2256

R2

GGL

$246,000

$185,000

69931 45 NIMALA AVE KOOLEWONG 2256

R2

GGL

$354,000

$324,000

83670 6 SURF RIDER AVE NORTH AVOCA 2260

R2

GHR

$271,000

$210,000

88563 25 TUDIBARING PDE MACMASTERS BEACH 2251
R2

GHL

$689,000

$570,000

89981 52 VISTA AVE COPACABANA 2251

R2

GHM

$528,000

$425,000

90112 42 WAGSTAFFE AVE WAGSTAFFE 2257

R2

GHJ

$590,000

$450,000

Property
Address

30843 4 BEACH DR KILLCARE 2257

Property

Old Land
Value

Component
Code

Code
Zone Name

Objections Summary

Comments
This outcome has been acknowledged, accepted and
incorporated into the determined 2014 value
This outcome has been acknowledged, accepted and
incorporated into the determined 2014 value
This outcome has been acknowledged, accepted and
incorporated into the determined 2014 value
This outcome has been acknowledged, accepted and
incorporated into the determined 2014 value
This outcome has been acknowledged, accepted and
incorporated into the determined 2014 value
This outcome has been acknowledged, accepted and
incorporated into the determined 2014 value
This outcome has been acknowledged, accepted and
incorporated into the determined 2014 value
This outcome has been acknowledged, accepted and
incorporated into the determined 2014 value
This outcome has been acknowledged, accepted and
incorporated into the determined 2014 value
This outcome has been acknowledged, accepted and
incorporated into the determined 2014 value
This outcome has been acknowledged, accepted and
incorporated into the determined 2014 value
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38789 CHAMBERLAIN RD WYOMING 2250
38803 CHAMBERLAIN RD WYOMING 2250

R2
R2

GJB
GJB

39369 59 CIRCULO DR COPACABANA 2251

R2

GHM

$532,000

53392 10 HELEN DR COPACABANA 2251

R2

GHM

$485,000

53393 8 HELEN DR COPACABANA 2251

R2

GHM

$485,000

69923 29 NIMALA AVE KOOLEWONG 2256

R2

GGL

$259,000

69924 31 NIMALA AVE KOOLEWONG 2256

R2

GGL

$259,000

69925 33 NIMALA AVE KOOLEWONG 2256

R2

GGL

$259,000

69926 35 NIMALA AVE KOOLEWONG 2256

R2

GGL

$252,000

69927 37 NIMALA AVE KOOLEWONG 2256

R2

GGL

$252,000

69928 39 NIMALA AVE KOOLEWONG 2256

R2

GGL

$252,000

69929 41 NIMALA AVE KOOLEWONG 2256

R2

GGL

$252,000

89872 41 VIEW ST NORTH AVOCA 2260

R2

GWW

$2,056,000

89873 39 VIEW ST NORTH AVOCA 2260

R2

GWW

$2,056,000

89874 37 VIEW ST NORTH AVOCA 2260

R2

GWW

$2,056,000

$1,100,000
$1,050,000

93867 2250 WISEMANS FERRY RD MANGROVE MOUNTAIN
RU5 2250 GRJ

$173,000

93868 2246 WISEMANS FERRY RD MANGROVE MOUNTAIN
RU5 2250 GRJ

$214,000

3065552 11 JEAN NORMAN CL WYOMING 2250
3072828 13 KANGOO RD SOMERSBY 2250
3363144 231 WISEMANS FERRY RD SOMERSBY 2250
3374434 241 WISEMANS FERRY RD SOMERSBY 2250

R2
IN1
IN1
IN1

GJB
GNA
GNA
GNA

New Land
Value

Old Land
Value

Component
Code

Code
Zone Name

Property
Address

Property

Reascertainment Summary

$850,000
$958,000
$2,200,000
$1,040,000

Comments

$750,000 Value adjusted due to sale of adjoining PID 38803
$750,000 value adjusted due to sale this property
Regraded due to objection to adjoining property
$505,000 PID 53392
Value adjusted subsequent to successful BD 2012
$463,000 objection determined in 2014
Regraded due to objection to adjoining property
$515,000 PID 53392
Regrading of values due to objection PID 69930 &
$210,000 69331
Regrading of values due to objection PID 69930 &
$210,000 69332
Regrading of values due to objection PID 69930 &
$210,000 69333
Regrading of values due to objection PID 69930 &
$205,000 69334
Regrading of values due to objection PID 69930 &
$205,000 69335
Regrading of values due to objection PID 69930 &
$205,000 69336
Regrading of values due to objection PID 69930 &
$205,000 69337
Regraded value due to late occurring sale of
$1,850,000 adjoining PID 89873
Value adjusted after final values due to late
$1,850,000 occurring sale of this property
Regraded value due to late occurring sale of
$1,850,000 adjoining PID 89873
Value adjusted after final values due to late
$255,000 occurring sale this property
Regraded after final values due to late occurring
$260,000 sale of adjoining PID 93867
Value adjusted due to sale of comparable
$650,000 proximate PID 38803
$958,000 Reinstatement of allowances after final values
$1,250,000 Values adjusted due to sale of this property
$500,000 Values adjusted due to sale of this property

Statistical Analysis
The Final Statistical checks have been forwarded within our VAR and with the final valuation
recommendations for Gosford LGA on October 613, 2015.
Statistical queries raised by the LPI have been dealt with by end of October 2015 when the
Gosford LGA value recommendations were applied.
Apart from individual check valuations and reviews conducted by way of objections and court
appeals, the principal objective Quality Assurance measures to determine the level of accuracy
and uniformity of valuations are statistical measures.
These were introduced initially in 2003 and now every valuation contract requires them. They are
based on the comparison of valuations made under the mass valuation system for properties with
evidence derived from the analysis of the actual sales of the properties.
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The Valuer General employs three more sophisticated statistical measures to provide combined
measures of accuracy and uniformity. Accuracy refers to the closeness of valuations to actual
prices whereas uniformity is a measure of the consistency of the percentage errors across a
sample.
The VAR provides complete explanations and details of all of the statistical measures used.
Zone

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
E1
E2
E3
E4
IN1
IN4
P
R1
R2
RE1
RE2
RU1
RU2
RU3
RU5
SP1
SP2
W2

NUM PROPS SALES COD

Neighbourhood Centre
Local Centre
Commercial Core
Mixed Use
Business Development
Enterprise Corridor
National Parks and Nature Reserves
Environmental Conservation
Environmental Management
Environmental Living
General Industrial
Working Waterfront
Protection
General Residential
Low Density Residential
Public Recreation
Private Recreation
Primary Production
Rural Landscape
Forestry
Village
Special Activities
Infrastructure
Recreational Waterways

160
450
109
321
172
75
135
1278
38
62
824
17
3261
7337
46139
1479
15
808
94
4
66
15
241
287

9
11
2
15
3
5
0
45
1
0
29
0
85
102
646
0
0
24
3
0
6
0
0
0

COMPARISON OF AVG VALUE
CHANGES

MVP

PRD

90.334
89.79
90.635
90.883
91.803
92.132

1
1.008
1.002
1.006
1.011
1.041

4.527
4.064
3.559
22.389
-3.548
4.915

4.768 91.857 1.003
0 99.05
1

6.556
1.115

3.751 92.376

0.99

1.795

4.385 92.325 1.004
2.376 90.73
1
3.579 91.656 1.002

17.834
5.497
0.028

4.055 92.946 1.002
1.199 90.707
1

13.159
16.087

2.169
2.528
3.713
3.374
1.777
3.176

2.88

90.21 0.999

5.444

Demolitions and Development Applications
Gosford City Council has a comprehensive web site that we regularly monitor for demolitions and
development applications. The Council was also approachable for telephone enquiries and this
service was also used.

The most useful Gosford City Council web site is at

http://www.gosford.nsw.gov.au/.
The Central Coast Express Advocate newspaper is also regularly monitored for information.
The Central Coast Research Foundation also produces information which we regularly receive
and also monitor. They also have a website at http://hvrf.com.au/ccrf.
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Another source of particular interest has been the updating of Council Local Environmental Plans
available

through

the

NSW

Government

Gazette

website

at

http://www.advertising.nswp.commerce.nsw.gov.au/Gazette/Gazette.htm.
We

have

also

found

of

use

the

NSW

Department

of

Planning

website

at

http://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/index.asp.
A Demolition and Development Application Register is maintained and updated weekly. Details
are published on the next page.

Register of Development Approvals
Property
PID Address

Suburb

42960 67-69 Deane St

Narara

58364 95 Karalta Road

Erina

DA Date

Description
DA 45038/2013 - Four Staged Subdivision of One (1)
into Eight (8)-Lots
31/10/2014 Lot
DA 45737/2014
20 Self Care Dwellings under SEPP
Seniors
Living - Multi Dwelling Housing Comprising
02-Dec-14 DA
45776/2014

West Gosford

11-Dec-14 10 Dwellings
DA 46043/2014 - Eight (8) Storey Residential Flat
19-Dec-14 Building (39 Units)

54968 154 Hillside Road

Avoca Beach

14-Jan-15 DA 46441/2014 - Three (3) Lot Residential Subdivision

54036 244 Henry Parry Drive

North Gosford

07-Jan-15 DA 46801/2014 - Three (3) Lot Strata Subdivision

Green Point

06-Feb-15 DA 46058/2014 - Wedding Chappel

47569 8 Fielder St
30547,
30548 14 & 16 Batley St

28509 432 Avoca Drive
30545,
30546 10 & 12 Batley St
66550
3309718,
54674
77601,
77602 &
77603
27968,
27969,
27970,
27971 &
27972
54068
46699

West Gosford

West Gosford

23-Feb-15 DA 46996/2015 - Subdivision of 2 Lots into 31 Strata Units

33 Melbourne St

East Gosford

66-70 Hills St

North Gosford

05-Mar-15 DA 46886/2014 - Residential Flat Building (4 Units)
DA 46224/2014 - Residential Flat Building (48 Units)
16-Mar-15 Seven (7) Storeys

18, 20 & 22 Range Rd

North Gosford

04-May-15 DA 46919/2014 - Residential Flat Building (57 Units)

29, 31, 33, 35 & 37 Ash St
122 & 124 Erina St & 138 - 142
Henry Parry Drive

Terrigal

8/05/2015 DA 46810/2014 - Residential Flat Building - 16 Units
DA 46274/2014 - Retail & Shop Top Housing (180
(JRPP) - Shop Top Housing Development
20-May-15 Units)
DA46952/2015
Containing One (1) Retail Space and Five (5)
01-Jun-15 Residential Units

Gosford

49551 3 Ghersi Avenue

Wamberal

26730 34 Allfield Road

Woy Woy

36028, 36029 130 & 132 Broken Bay Road

Ettalong Beach

47616/2015 - Multi
ThreeDwelling
(3) Lot Strata
Subdivision
10-Jun-15 DA 47125/2015
Housing
comprising
Seven (7) Townhouses and Demolition of Existing
03-Jun-15 Dwellings
DA 47368/2015 - Multi Unit Development Comprising of

36159 129 Broken Bay Road

Ettalong Beach

05-Aug-15 3 Units

Erina

28-May-15 DA 48095/2015 - Fifty Two (52) Lot Strata Subdivision

3848888 198 - 200 The Entrance Road
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Demolition Register
Property PID

Address

Suburb

49489, 49490 181 and 183 Gertrude St

Gosford

DA Date

Description

DA 45811/2014 - Residential Flat Building (21 Units) and
29-Oct-14 Demolition of Existing Dwellings
DA 458366/2014 - Multi Dwelling Housing (8 Dwellings) &
28-Oct-14 Demolition

41063 4 Couche Crescent

Koolewong

40397 11 Coolabah St

Ettalong

71293 28 Ocean St

North Avoca

68433 23 Murray St

Booker Bay

63577 36 - 38 Maidens Brush Road

Wyoming

DA (CDC) 46575/2014 - Demolish Existing & Construct
17-Nov-14 Dwelling House (New)
DA 46415/2014 - Seniors Living Development (9 Units) and
Demolition of Existing Structures and Removal of Trees and
28-Nov-14 Construction of Retaining Walls

91719 7 Webb Road

Booker Bay

DA 46609/2014 - Residential Demolition Existing Buildings 24-Nov-14 House and Shed

DA (CDC) - 46469/2014 - Demolition Of House & Garage &
27-Oct-14 Pergola
DA 46458 - Dwelling House (New), Pool, Pergola &
13-Nov-14 Demolition of Existing Dwelling

87730 21 Townsend Ave

Avoca Beach

56764 35 Jenkins St

Davistown

62914 52 Lushington St

East Gosford

DA 46200/2014 - Dwelling house (New), tennis court, inground swimming pool, attached four (4) car garage, attached
02-Dec-14 studio and cabana and demolition of all existing structures
DA 46333/2014 - Dwelling-House (New) and Demolition of all
02-Dec-14 Existing Structures
DA 45945/2014 - Dwelling House (New) and Residential
17-Dec-14 Demolition

95620, 95621
& 95622
11, 13 & 15 York St

Point Frederick

DA 46270/2014 - Demolition of Three (3) Dwelling-houses
16-Dec-14 and Erection of a Residential Flat Building (54 Units)

64669, 64670 277 & 279 Mann St

Gosford

40199 13 Compton St

North Gosford

39879 8 Cogra Road

Woy Woy

58680 29 Karingi St

Ettalong Beach

79358 28 Rothwell St

Woy Woy

60629 36 Kurrawyba Avenue

Terrigal

30893 36 Beach St

Ettalong Beach

88230

North Avoca

55008 47 Hilltop Road

Wamberal

56179 50 Jacaranda Avenue

Patonga

3315324 48 - 52 Broken Bay Road
44533, 44534 66-68 Donnison St

Ettalong Beach
West Gosford

48621 46 Frederick St

East Gosford

83094 188 Steyne Road

Saratoga

52270 29 Hardys Bay Parade

Killcare

78792 123 Riviera Avenue

Terrigal

75141 26 Patrick Crescent

Saratoga

61059 20 Lake St

North Avoca

80907 71 Serpentine Road

Erina

84539 32 Taylor St

Woy Woy Bay

49354 40 Gerda Road

DA 46149/2014 - Residential Flat Building (52 Units) Ground
15-Dec-14 Floor Commercial Premises and Demolition of Existing
DA 46413/2014 - 5 Town Houses, Driveway & Demolition of
18-Dec-14 Existing Dwelling
DA 45775/2014 - Construction Certificate - Dwelling-house
18-Dec-14 (New), Secondary Dwelling & Demolish Existing Dwelling
DA 46016/2014 - Manufactured Home as a Secondary
22-Dec-14 Dwelling & Demolish Existing Building
05-Jan-15 DA 46809/2014 - Residential Demolition
DA 46580/2014 - Dwelling House (New), Associated Works &
14-Jan-15 Demolition of Existing Dwelling
DA 46676/2014 - Dwelling House (New) & Demolition of
12-Jan-15 Existing Building
DA 46953/2015 - Dwelling-house (New), Associated Works
14-Jan-15 and Demolition of Existing Dwelling
DA 46860/2014 - Dwelling-house (New) & Demolition of
21-Jan-15 Existing Dwelling
DA 45344/2014 - Dwelling House (New) and Residential
28-Jan-15 Demolition Dwelling House (New) Residential Demolition
DA 22543/2013 - Residential Flat Building - Seven Units
03-Feb-15 (demolish existing)
DA 46188/2014 - Residential Flat Building (43 Units) and
17-Feb-15 Demolition of Existing Residential Dwellings
DA 46263/2014 - Residential Flat Building (14 Units) and Multi
Dwelling Housing (4 Dwellings) and Demolition of Existing
26-Feb-15 Structures
DA 46496/2014 - Dwelling House (New) and Demolition of
04-Mar-15 Existing Dwelling
DA 46629/2014 - Dwelling House (New) & Demolish Existing
04-Mar-15 Dwelling
DA 46765/2014 - Dwelling House (New) & Associated
16-Mar-15 Retaining Wall & Demolition of Existing Dwelling
09-Mar-14 DA 47260/2015 - Demolition of Existing Structures
DA 45987/2014 - Three (3) Town Houses, Basement Car
06-Mar-15 Parking and Demolition of Existing Dwelling
09-Mar-15 DA 47153/2015 - Demolition Dwelling, Septic Tank and Pool

DA 46466/2014 - Demolition of Existing Dwelling & New
11-Mar-15 Dwelling & Pool
DA 46606/2014 - Demolition of Existing Single Dwelling &
MacMasters Beach 25-Mar-15 Construction of a New Single Dwelling
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Property PID

Address

28141 21 Auld St
3815985 46A Albany St

Suburb

Terrigal
Point Frederick

34210 176 Bourke St

Umina Beach

60667 13 Kyeema Avenue

Saratoga

80788 15 Seaview Avenue

Wamberal

27257 31 Anthony Crescent

Killcare

77611 19 Range Rd

North Gosford

64635, 64636 357 & 359 Mann St
83938 12 Takari Avenue

North Gosford
Point Clare

76338 3 Piper St

Woy Woy

53400 7 Helen Drive

Copacabana

26740 42 Allfield Road
30079 33 Barnhill Road

Woy Woy
Terrigal

90614 37 Waratah St

East Gosford

67137 9 Milina Road
54722 &
54723 69 & 71 Hills St

Holgate
Gosford

64535,64536,
64537, 64538 108 Donnison & 110 - 118 MannGosford
St
44185 55 Donald Avenue
36028 &
36029
130 & 132 Broken Bay Rd
73261,
73260,
73259,
73258, 5-13 Ormand St

Umina Beach
Ettalong Beach

North Gosford

31197 47 Beane St

Gosford

86238 212 The Esplanade

Umina Beach

48665 41 Frederick St

East Gosford

30910 58 Beach St

Ettalong Beach

62792 24 Lumeah Avenue

Wamberal

66741 53 Memorial Avenue

Blackwall

58222 40 Kallaroo Road

Umina Beach

36758 231 Burge St

Woy Woy

66503 35 Melbourne Avenue

Umina Beach

16/07/1971 32 Albert St

Wagstaffe

86161 133 The Esplanade

Umina Beach

30397 152 Barrenjoey Road

Ettalong Road

DA Date

Description

DA 46872/2014 - Three (3) Town Houses, Basement Car
16-Mar-14 Parking and Demolition of Existing Dwelling
DA 46907/2014 - Dwelling-house (New), Demolition of Pool
26-Mar-15 and Existing Dwelling
DA46949/2015 - Residential Flat Building (3 Units) and
23-Mar-15 Demolition of Existing Structures
DA 47022/2015 - Dwelling-house (New) and Demolition of
20-Mar-15 Existing Structures
DA 47194/2015 - Demolition of Existing House & New
23-Mar-15 Dwelling House
DA 4557/2014 - Dwelling-house, Garage, Pool and
30-Mar-15 Demolition of Existing Structures
DA 46053/2014 - Residential Flat Building (12 Units) &
31-Mar-15 Demolition of Existing Dwelling & Structures
DA 46268/2014 - Mixed Use Development (38 Units) with
Ground Floor Commercial Premises and Demolition of
30-Mar-15 Existing Structures
31-Mar-15 DA 47268/2015 - Demolition Of Single Storey Clad Dwelling
DA47301/2015 - Dwelling House (New) and Residential
07-Apr-14 Demolition of Existing
DA 46161/2014 - Dwelling House (New) and Demolition of
16-Apr-15 Existing Dwelling
DA 47008 / 2015 - Dual Occupancy Attached & Demolition of
22-Apr-15 Existing Structures
18-Apr-15 DA 47359/2015 - Residential Demolition
20-Apr-15 DA 47361/2015 - Residential Demolition
DA 46870 / 2014 - Dwelling-house (New), Swimming Pool,
Shed, Carport & Demolition of Existing Dwelling & Ancillary
01-May-15 Structures
DA 46236/2014 - Residential Flat Building (36 Units), 3 SOHO
08-May-15 (Small Office, Home Office) & Residential Demolition
DA 46256 / 2014 - Mixed Use Development,
Commercial/Retail, Supermarket, Hotel and Shop Top
21-May-15 Housing Development (JRPP)
DA 47362 / 2015 - Dwelling-house (New) and Demolition of
20-May-15 Existing Dwelling
DA 47125/2015 - Multi Dwelling Housing comprising Seven
03-Jun-15 (7) Townhouses and Demolition of Existing Dwellings

Flat Building
(87 Units)
29-Jun-15 DA
DA 46123/2014
46259/2014 -- Residential
Boarding House
(31 Rooms)
and
Residential Flat Building (15 Units) and Retail Shop and
17-Jun-15 Demolition of Existing Structures
DA 46819/2014 - Dwelling-house (New) and Landscaping
26-Jun-15 and Demolition of Existing Structures
DA 47196/2015 - Stage 1 - Demolition of Existing Dwelling;
Stage 2 - Construction of Multi Dwelling Housing
16-Jun-15 Development Consisting of Four (4) Units
DA 47207/2015 - Demolition of Existing Building and New
22-Jun-15 Dual Occupancy Attached
DA 47244/2015 - Demolition of existing dwelling house and
15-Jun-15 construction of new dwelling house
DA47336/2015 - Residential Flat Building (3
Units)(AFFORDABLE HOUSING) Demolition of Existing
23-Jun-15 Structures and Tree Removal
DA 47384/2015 - Dwelling House (New) and Demolition of
01-Jul-15 Existing Dwelling
06-Jul-15 DA 47772/2015 - Residential Demolition Of Cottage & Cabin
DA 46491/2014 - Two Storey Dwelling-house (New) with
08-Jul-15 Double Garage & Demolition of Existing Dwelling
DA46635/2014 - Dwelling House (New), Detached Garage &
10-Jul-15 Carparking Pad, Demolition of Existing Dwelling & Garage
DA 47335/2015 - Dwelling House (New) Garage, and
13-Jul-15 Residential Demolition
DA 47524/2015 - Multi Unit Housing Development (3 Units) &
13-Jul-15 Demolition of Existing Dwelling
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Property PID

Address

51010 7 Greene St

Suburb

Woy Woy

31199, 31198 2 Keevers Lane & 43 & 45 BeaneGosford
St
65951 1 mcEvoy Avenue

Umina Beach

51648 1 Grove Road

Wamberal

75028 66 Patonga St

Patonga

84443 43 Taylor St

Woy Woy Bay

41065 1 Couche Cres

Koolewong

31317 18 Beaufort Road

Terrigal

49558 4 Ghersi Ave

wamberal

48247 60 Forresters Beach Road

Forresters Beach

70157 1 Norma Crescent

Woy Woy

49439 226 Getrude St

North Gosford

33427 117 Booker Bay Road

Booker Bay

DA Date

Description

DA 47687/2015 - Multi Dwelling Housing (3 Units) and
28-Jul-15 Demolition of Existing Dwelling
DA 46238/2014 - Commercial & Residential Development
06-Aug-15 and Demolition of Existing Dwellings (JRPP)
03-Aug-15 DA 47964/2015 - Residential Demolition
DA 47481/2015 - Dwelling House, In-ground Pool &
03-Aug-15 Demolition of Existing
DA 45986/2014 - Demolition of Existing Dwelling &
17-Aug-15 Construction of a New Dwelling
DA 46248/2014 - Demolition of Existing Dwelling-house and
14-Aug-15 Proposed Subdivision into Two (2) Residential Allotments
DA 46877/2014 - Dwelling-house (New) and Demolition of
14-Aug-15 Existing Structures
DA 47421/2015 - Dwelling-house (New) & Demolition of
14-Aug-15 Existing & Refurbishment of Existing Secondary Dwelling
DA 47532/2015 - Mixed Use Development - Five (5)
Townhouses & Shop Top Unit & Demolition of Existing
11-Aug-15 Dwelling
DA 47789/2015 - Dwelling House (New) and Swimming Pool
11-Aug-15 In-ground and Demolition of Existing Dwelling
DA 48094/2015 - Residential Demolition - Existing House,
13-Aug-15 Small Shed and Garage.
DA 46267 / 2015 - Residential Flat Building (21 Units) and
14-Sep-15 Demolition of Existing Structures
DA 47716 / 2015 - Multi Dwelling Housing (3 Units) and
16-Sep-15 Demolition of Existing

Overview of Verification Program for LGA
Gosford and Wyong Contract is held under the Rating & Taxing Valuation Procedures Manual
V6.5, Verification has been planned for the 6 year period commencing 2014, aligning with the
conversion to standardized LEP process, and following the risk based assessment process.
Verification over this 6 year period and for the 2015 year has been included within our 2015
Annual Program Project Plan, with the current Annual Program identifying the specific
components nominated for the 2015 Annual Deliveries.
The new risk code process identifies and utilises different verification cycles for risks 1, 2 & 3.
The corresponding risk cycle is verification each year for risk assessment 1, every 3 years for risk
cycle 2 and every 6 years for risk cycle 3.
For the 2015 Annual Program, we have identified and utilised the new 16 risk codes. Whilst still
undertaking to complete whole component verification, under the new risk based system, we now
schedule and also report annual verification in terms of not only the completion of whole
components, but also verification completed using the new risk codes.
Due to the considerable overlap of verifying whole components and then having to meet the risk
code verification expectations; we anticipate that each year we will be completing additional
verification and that in some years the various proportions completed between risk 2 and risk 3
entries will not be exactly aligning. Risk 1 assessed entries will be verified each year.
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From the tables listed below verification, which includes inspected and verified entries, that has
been completed for the 2015 Annual Program is reported in terms of whole component
completion and risk code completion.
Any shortfalls in verification will be completed over the remainder of the contract year and
delivered with the next annual program.
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2015 GBA
2015 GBE
2015 GBF
2015 GBG
2015 GBH
2015 GBK
2015 GBL
2015 GBM
2015 GBN
2015 GBO
2015 GBT
2015 GEJ
2015 GEN
2015 GET
2015 GRC
2015 GRG
2015 GNC
2015 GNH
2015 GNJ
2015 GNK
2015 GFA
2015 GFB
2015 GGC
2015 GGD
2015 GGK
2015 GGU
2015 GHC
2015 GHL
2015 GHN
2015 GHP
2015 GHT
2014 GJB
2015 GWE
2015 GWM
2015 GWP
2015 GOB

B1
B1
B2
B2
B2
B2
B2
B2
B2
B2
B5
E2
P
P
RU1
RU2
IN1
IN1
IN1
IN4
R1
R1
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
R2
RE2

Description
Nth from Gosford B1
Coastal B1
Nth from Gosford B2
Woy Woy B2
Umina Beach B2
East Gosford B2
Erina B2
Terrigal B2
Avoca Beach B2
Kincumber B2
Wyoming B5
East of Brisbane Water E2
East of Brisbane Water DM 7a
East of Brisbane Water DM 7c2
Kulnura Mangrove RU1
Kulnura & Mangrove RU2
Gosford IN1
Kincumber IN1
Woy Woy & Blackwall IN1
Mooney Mooney IN4
Lisarow Nth Gosford Wyoming R1
Gosford & West Gosford R1
Narara R2
Narara large lot area R2
Point Clare & West Gosford R2
Pearl Beach R2
Kincumber R2
Macmasters Beach R2
Avoca Beach east R2
North Avoca east R2
Terrigal SE of lagoon R2
Whole District Englobo R2
Umina Beach waterfront R2
Davistown waterfront R2
Pearl Beach waterfront R2
Whole of District RE2

Properties

Zone

Code

Component
Verification

Gosford Verification Program from March 1, 2015 to February 29, 2016

17
35
16
92
125
63
4
61
20
15
34
114
147
404
388
17
94
28
71
17
554
264
1978
185
1350
588
1921
642
301
358
972
25
32
188
49
17

All whole of component verification has been completed as per our Project Plan Schedule to
enable delivery of all annual verification with Final values
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Risk Ratings Verification Report
District:

GOSFORD

Username:

Russell Saunders

Base Date:

01-Jul-2015

Generated:

09 November 2015

Risk Code

Risk
Value

Risk Description

Total
Count

Total
Verified

Percentage
Verified

ANLYSALE

1

1 - Analysed sale

1,033

1,033

100%

BENCHMRK

1

1 - Benchmark property

454

454

100%

CONTAMN

1

1 - Contaminated land

288

288

100%

ENGLOBO

1

1 - Englobo parcel

24

24

100%

HIGHVALU

1

1 - High value change property

22

22

100%

MINE

1

1 - Mine

NA

NA

OBJECT

1

1 - Objection

12

12

100%

SHOPPING

1

1 - Shopping centre

5

5

100%

1,838

1,838

100%

2 - Allowance or concession (excluding section 125
31
heritage)

9

29.03%

COMMERCE 2

2 - Commercial zoned lands

1,107

418

37.76%

HERITAGE

2

2 - Heritage listing 14G and section 125

134

32

24.0%

INDUSTRY

2

2 - Industrial zoned lands

614

210

34.3%

LVBASIS

2

2 - Land value basis other than 6A(1)

1,503

410

27.3%

RURAL

2

2 - Rural zoned lands where predominant use is
204
primary production

120

58.82%

1,199

33.37%

Summary for Risk Value 1

ALLOWNCE

2

Summary for Risk Value 2

3,593

OPNSPACE

3

3 - Open space, special use, reservation zoned
1,751
lands

33

1.88%

RESIDENT

3

3 - Residential, village and rural residential lands
56,222
with 6A(1) basis

10,105

17.97%

Summary for Risk Value 3

57,973

10,138

17.89%

Overall Summary

63,404

13,175

20.78%

Included in total verification are particular entries and components that require special attention
as we progress through each year. Where we identify poor grading of values throughout the
program, we try to incorporate corrections as being verified, either on individual entries, groups or
areas of entries or sometimes even whole components where we think this action is needed.
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This is a work practice that we have adopted in previous years for the Gosford and Wyong
Contract.

Verification General Valuation Year 2012 to General Valuation Year 2015
As a result of the conversion to the standardised LEP during the 2014 valuation year the
component structure and component descriptors have changed to align with zone
nomenclature of the new instrument. The tables below display verification by zone since prior
General Valuation year 2012 and whole of component verification since LEP conversion. The
need to re-componentise subsequent to the LEP conversion has rendered it difficult to
demonstrate the whole of component verification from the years prior to conversion as zone
and component naming has changed according to the standardised LEP.
Environmental 1-4 ,
IN Industrial Residential RE Recreation incl Deferred
SP Special
2015 GV
Business 1-6 1, 4
1-2
1-2
Matter Protection RU Rural 1-3, 5 Use 1-2
Waterways 1-2 Total
Total Properties by zone
1287
841
53476
1494
4774
972
256
287
63387
Inspected
276
150
6814
9
221
57
9
4
7540
Total Properties
Verified
336
197
3600
23
667
405
17
0
5245
63387 Total
612
347
10414
32
888
462
26
4
12785
% annual total
20.17%
47.55%
41.26%
19.47%
2.14%
18.60%
47.53%
10.16%
1.39%
20.17%
2014
Business 1-6 IN Industrial 1,Residential
4
1-2
RE Recreation1,E21-4 DM Protection RU Rural 1-3, 5 SP Special UseWaterways
1-2
1-2 Total
Total Properties by zone
1286
839
53404
1490
4759
977
250
289
Inspected
100
40
2760
14
250
60
9
5
Total Properties
Verified
442
427
8649
31
670
370
121
284
63294 Total
542
467
11409
45
920
430
130
289
% annual total
22.49%
42.15%
55.66%
21.36%
3.02%
19.33%
44.01%
52.00%
100.00%

63294
3238
10994
14232
22.49%

2013
B Business I Industrial A ResidentialO Open Space P Protection
R Rural
S Special UseZ undetermined Totals
Total Properties by zone
1211
828
54089
877
4542
919
519
308
63293
Inspected
243
33
1704
11
478
21
9
2
2501
Total Properties
Verified
188
404
9275
23
513
28
7
128
10566
63293 Total
431
437
10979
34
991
49
16
130
13067
% annual total
20.65%
35.59%
52.78%
20.30%
3.88%
21.82%
5.33%
3.08%
42.21%
20.65%
2012 GV
B Business I Industrial A ResidentialO Open Space P Protection
R Rural
S Special UseZ undetermined Totals
Total Properties by zone
1216
830
54027
883
4550
917
519
352
63294
Inspected
264
62
4103
3
111
15
1
0
4559
Total Properties
Verified
9
37
17650
834
2571
396
506
164
22167
63294 Total
273
99
21753
837
2682
411
507
164
26726
% annual total
42.23%
22.45%
11.93%
40.26%
94.79%
58.95%
44.82%
97.69%
46.59%
42.23%
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Code
GBA
GBE
GBF
GBG
GBH
GBK
GBL
GBM
GBN
GBO
GBR
GBS
GBT
GBX
GEH
GEJ
GEL
GEM
GEN
GES
GET
GFA
GFB
GFD
GFE
GGA
GGB
GGC
GGD
GGK
GGR
GGT
GGU
GGZ
GHC
GHH
GHL
GHN
GHO
GHP
GHT
GHU
GJA
GJB
GNA
GNC
GND
GNE
GNH
GNJ
GNK
GOB
GRA
GRC
GRD
GRG
GRH
GWE
GWL
GWM
GWO
GWP
GWY

Description
Nth from Gosford B1
Coastal B1
Nth from Gosford B2
Woy Woy B2
Umina Beach B2
East Gosford B2
Erina B2
Terrigal B2
Avoca Beach B2
Kincumber B2
Gosford east & north of CBD B4
Gosford south of CBD B4
Wyoming B5
Erina B5
North & West of Brisbane Water E2
East of Brisbane Water E2
Nth & West of Brisbane Water DM 7a
West of Brisbane Water DM 7a
East of Brisbane Water DM 7a
Nth & West of Brisbane Water DM 7c2
East of Brisbane Water DM 7c2
Lisarow Nth Gosford Wyoming
Gosford & West Gosford
Woy Woy
Umina Beach
Lisarow & Niagara Park west of rail R2
Lisarow east of rail R2
Narara R2
Narara large lot area R2
Point Clare & West Gosford R2
Umina Beach Escarpment R2
Patonga R2
Pearl Beach R2
Green Point R2
Kincumber R2
St Huberts Island R2
Macmasters Beach R2
Avoca Beach east R2
Avoca Beach west R2
North Avoca east R2
Terrigal SE of lagoon R2
Terrigal west of Charles Kay Dr R2
Whole District Exceptions R2
Whole District Englobo R2
Somersby
Gosford
Wyoming
Lisarow
Kincumber
Woy Woy & Blackwall
Mooney Mooney IN4
Whole of District RE2
Somersby RU1
Kulnura Mangrove RU1
Somersby RU2
Kulnura & Mangrove RU2
Whole of District RU3
Umina Beach
Green Point Saratoga Yattalunga
Davistown
Patonga
Pearl Beach
Wamberal beach

Review Date
30/04/2015
28/04/2015
30/04/2015
30/04/2015
29/05/2015
29/05/2015
29/05/2015
28/05/2015
30/06/2015
30/06/2015
18/07/2014
15/07/2014
30/06/2015
14/08/2014
17/04/2014
29/04/2015
23/04/2014
23/04/2014
30/04/2015
24/04/2014
29/05/2015
30/06/2015
24/06/2015
22/07/2014
29/07/2014
27/05/2014
20/05/2014
26/06/2015
28/07/2015
28/04/2015
30/06/2014
16/05/2014
24/06/2015
24/06/2014
28/05/2015
19/05/2014
17/04/2015
29/05/2015
4/04/2014
25/06/2015
31/07/2015
7/04/2014
28/08/2014
31/07/2015
6/05/2014
31/07/2015
2/04/2014
10/04/2014
30/07/2015
29/07/2015
30/07/2015
30/06/2015
11/04/2014
28/05/2015
15/04/2014
29/05/2015
16/04/2014
29/04/2015
17/07/2014
28/05/2015
13/05/2014
25/06/2015
11/07/2014
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Property Risk
Risk Based Verification Cycle
Following this risk based assessment approach, the LPI and other major stakeholders in the
NSW Statutory Valuation System should have confidence that the highest risk entries in each
of the rolls are receiving the individual attention expected as a result of the potential for
greater volatility in land value.

Risk Based Verification Program
From a statistical point of view, the risk based verification program provides a mechanism for
highlighting property specific issues that may otherwise not be reflected in the mass appraisal
of land values.
The risk based verification program requires properties of higher risk to be verified on a more
frequent basis and lower risk properties verified on a less frequent basis.
Risk 1 entries are considered the highest risk entries to be managed by more frequent
individual valuations and verification (annually), with Risk 3 entries representing the lowest risk
and having a longer verification cycle of once every 6 years and no requirement for individual
worksheets. In addition to the risk ratings, the risk assessment matrix supplied by the LPI
assists in identifying properties that may be considered to be of a higher risk rating.

Risk Based Verification Cycle Table
Category
Properties subject to successful objection the previous year
Benchmarks, Reference Benchmarks and all analysed sales
Properties considered to be of high risk not already included
in risk rating 1 *
Land subject to allowances
Commercial land
Industrial land
Rural land
Heritage restricted properties
All other properties valued under a valuation basis other than
6A1 or 14C
Open Space, Special Uses zoned land
Residential zoned land

Verification
Risk Rating
1
1
1

Verification percentage
annum
100% per annum
100% per annum
100% per annum

per

2
2
2
2
2
2

33.3% per annum
33.3% per annum
33.3% per annum
33.3% per annum
33.3% per annum
33.3% per annum

3
3

16.6% per annum over 6 years
16.6% per annum over 6 years

Worksheet Requirements
In general terms, a worksheet is required for any valuation where any calculation or
explanation is required unless attribute data is otherwise utilised.
Worksheets shall be created and maintained on all properties where calculations are required
following the scheduled verification outlined within this document. Utilising the risk rating
criteria within the Procedures Manual, new worksheets shall be created as required in
accordance with the verification program. As a nominated component is due to be verified,
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the worksheet will be updated or created to include the reporting standard of the Procedures
Manual.
Worksheets are created for these types of entries following the verification cycle.


Shopping centres



Englobo parcels



Mines



Rural properties where there are mixed land types



Benchmark properties



High risk properties



Special use parcels



Valuations made under Section 26A



14I Crown lease restricted properties as well as any land under a NSW Maritime lease



Heritage valuations under 14G or Sec 125 Heritage Act



Valuations made under Section 6A(2)



Valuations subject to Section 28 apportionments



Section 62K or 585 calculations



MUAF & MDAF calculations



Section 14L allowances for Profitable Expenditure



Section 14T allowances for Subdivision



Properties amended on objection where the decision was not carried forward to
following valuations



Fragmented holdings

Additionally, worksheets should be created for any property with unusual physical
characteristics and where this would affect the value, e.g. flood liability, steep topography,
access issues, lack of services, exceptional views, contamination, affects from surrounding
development etc.

The Quality Assurance Process
Quality Assurance
Our goals mirror those of the LPI in that we seek to improve the quality of valuation outcomes
and provide a cost effective means of delivering land values for rating and taxing purposes. Later
versions of the Procedures Manual from v6.3 (2012), v6.4 (2013) and now v6.5.1(2014), all
prescribe extra measures that will improve valuation quality if completed. Naturally, additional
time/resourcing is required to improve quality under those terms, however once processes are in
place that achieve those quality improvements they can be maintained with effective and
innovative implementation of management strategies at minimum additional cost. From v6.3
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onwards changes to the timing and frequency of verification is a feature of the new
arrangements, with contractors required to complete the whole year’s verification concurrently
with all valuations during the first 6 months. A greater volume of sales analysis has been
required. Adopting and identifying the new Risk Codes within the roll has also required additional
work over previous v6.2.2 (2011) contract requirements
During the past 6 years we have undertaken an intensive examination of the Rating and Taxing
Valuation process and implemented many important changes to methodology and processes,
particularly of the more specialised valuations. Most of which have focused on the creation of
Quality Assurance measures and management practices to provide better valuation outcomes.
We apply the appropriate methodology depending upon the identified type of property or risk
code of property being valued.
The following headings outline key features of our QA systems and an over view of our actions
in various key areas of the annual program.

Project Plans
The project plan is the cornerstone of our QA processes by providing for the scheduling of tasks
we are constantly aware of work in progress, completed and deliverable-by set dates and can
apply the various QA measures according to this timetable.
Our Project Plans shows how we have scoped each project and how we intend to service the
proposed contract for valuation services. The plan includes all scheduling except for supps and
sales coding, which occurs over the first few days of each week. Our expertise to demonstrate
how we would manage a contract should also be seen in the context of our experience with
providing these specialised services for over 10 years and for up to 8 districts.

Component Structure & Valuation Accuracy
We annually review the component structure to see how the entries have been componentised.
Any changes to components are very carefully considered and only following consultation both
internally and externally with LPI.

Dividing entries into components requires finding the right balance between applying reasonably
accurate valuations and applying valuer resources to generate the valuation outcomes. A smaller
number of components translates into less benchmarks overall, and less sales analysis required
to value less benchmarks.
The mass valuation process of applying factors to create new values is in essence a sampling
methodology which relies upon the concept of statistical inference. That is, from a sample of
benchmarks and sales analysis within each component grouping, a factor or trend is established
either overall or applied independently depending upon what the valuation of each benchmark is
pointing to in terms of change of value.
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If the trends are reasonably consistent for the valuation of each benchmark within a component,
and the component is relatively homogenous, then factoring should be relied upon given these
circumstances. Where the valuation of benchmarks within a component is showing inconsistent
factor variations more analysis across these components is required. Sometimes even more
benchmarks than the minimum number specified helps to improve valuation outcomes as does
any additional sales analysis that focuses more attention on the grading of a specific component.
The valuer needs to be aware of the pointers to when mass valuation methods require
enhancements, our valuation staff are specifically trained in understanding the significance of
these variations. Team Leaders help with solutions to dealing with grading issues or factor
variations that are not pointing to any specific clear trend.

Component Data Analysis
Statistical analysis is carried out throughout the annual program with the Component Data Table
as the reference point. This is used to review components and benchmarks selections.
Review of component’s primary and reference benchmarks is undertaken with the benefit of the
Component Data Table to ensure they comply with procedural selection criteria.
Our component benchmark reviews are completed just prior to July 1, each year, therefore
representing each component at the Base Date prior to any component factors being applied.
Every time values are changed in a manner that is not uniform; changes to median values,
quartile ranges and even the QRP measure may occur. Having ongoing access to the
component data table, its ability to be updated in real time to account for change, aids correct
selections. We ensure our valuers understand the construct of these tables. This assists the
application of QA processes at all valuer levels.

Benchmark Selection
Our database program incorporates reports for Benchmark Exceptions, Benchmark Factor
Variation and within its Component Reports function includes a check for the number of
benchmarks required per component. Benchmark selection shows that we have the correct
minimum number of and quartile placement of benchmarks in all components, with some
components having additional benchmarks where we have identified these as being useful.
Valuers and Team Leaders have access to this information on a daily basis thus ensuring ample
opportunity to avoid compliance failure in this regard.

QRP Measures (Variability of Component Distribution)
The QRP measures the variability of values within a particular component. This measure is
readily identified in our Component Data Table Report. It is calculated on both the whole value
and rate per square metre basis. Our valuers are trained and regularly workshopped to
acknowledge the impact of this measure on individual components and adapt their work practice
accordingly to ensure the best value outcomes for the range of QRP measures they are required
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to work with. The QRP measures clearly identify the variability of values within particular
components over the middle quartiles. The highest scores are often seen measured in business,
industrial, density residential, rural and protection zoned components where allotment sizes vary
over a wide range of sizes within a confined location.
Generally, residential type components have lower QRP measures as the component sizes tend
to be larger and the variability between sizes and values tends to be less. QRP measures are
also used on a $/sq.m basis which is more appropriate for business and industrial components.
For components with high QRP measures the procedural requirements for additional reference
benchmarks is designed to improve accuracy by imposing the acknowledgment of this value
range and ensuring it as managed.
We aim to individually review the high and low values within components as these tend to be
outliers within the Component Model. Outliers also tend to require individual attention because
the benchmark typically does not represent them.

Risk Based Assessments and Worksheets
Higher risk entries and entries that require more complex valuations should be capable of
individual review in much the same way as an individual property valuation requested by a bank
or the owner would be open to review by the instructing party or others that rely upon that
valuation.
The highest risk entries that have a risk rating of “1” are subject to peer review of worksheets.
We expect these individual valuations to be the subject of more thorough examination from the
LPI by way of requests and audits targeted towards these entries.
The worksheets are prepared with this expected level of scrutiny in mind. Our acknowledgment
of these is included elsewhere in this Project Plan.

Individual Valuations
Whilst Rating and Taxing valuations employ a mass appraisal methodology, many property
specific scenarios, Risk Rating/Risk Code, Legislative framework or LPI instructions require
different methodologies or individual valuations (Worksheets) to be the means of determining the
value.
Robertson & Robertson applies a pro-active approach to quality assurance, with management
instilling an enduring culture of quality throughout the organisation. The Robertson &
Robertson valuers providing services for the LPI are amongst the most senior and experienced in
the company. Any advice prepared by our valuation staff pursuant to a contract for the services
will be the subject of stringent peer review and discussion prior to its release.
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Quality Assurance Review Project 2012 & 2013 (QARP 2012 & 2013)
The Quality Assurance Review Project 2012 (QARP 2012) was originally undertaken by
Robertson & Robertson at the start of the 2012 Annual Program. A second QARP was
undertaken during 2013. This was not an LPI requirement but was our own initiative and part of
what the firm considers being best practice in this field. These projects may recur at irregular
intervals in maintenance mode or as issues arise that require such review.
Our Team Leaders Management Group review and refine processes each year with a focus for
cost effective solutions to improve the quality of valuation outcomes across the whole division.
It is only through critical assessment of our current processes that we can improve outcomes
moving forward. We review our current Rating & Taxing processes in this context and in the
context of the LPI’s Queries and Audits during the year.
In this context we have developed a register for all LPI queries and audits, where issues and
specific processes are identified. This system has been operating since the beginning of the 2012
Annual Program.
Any issues that develop throughout each year are reviewed in the context of what process was
involved. In this way, the Team Leaders Management Group can look at what needs to change
with a certain process. Issues are looked at in the context of processes, training, scheduling and
possible IT development that would eliminate or reduce the likelihood of a particular QA issue. Of
critical importance to this process are the results of Final Values Audits, Sales Analysis Audits
and any other audits which show any deficiencies which should be acted upon.
The QARP Meetings referred to are done to find any solutions to systematic issues or reduce the
likelihood of one off issues. The LPI is appraised of the results of our internal reviews and
improved processes that may result.
Utilising the existing body of Audits and Queries from the LPI, as well as other processes of selfassessment utilised by Robertson & Robertson over recent years, we have reviewed all our
current processes and policies from a Quality Assurance (QA) perspective; identified QA risks
and explored different options to mitigate these risks where possible.

The Ongoing Goals of QARP 2012 & 2013 are to:
Regularly review all current processes and procedures undertaken by the Rating & Taxing
Division
Provide a systematic protocol to process Quality Assurance Issues as they come to light, and to
pre-emptively seek ways and means of eliminating future potential Quality Assurance issues
Discuss how best to communicate Quality Assurance initiatives to the LPI at all levels
Use the Quality Assurance Review Project (QARP) as a way of formalising continuous
incremental improvements in standards
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Enact our policies and procedures in relation to Quality Assurance matters more efficiently and
effectively
Discuss the roles and responsibilities of staff in the various QA processes within the Rating &
Taxing Division
Benchmark standards across the whole Rating & Taxing Division for the various processes
Continually seek improved efficiency methods to standardise work practices for all staff and
promote Research & Development as part of our company culture.
Continually we need to determine alternative ways of performing rating and taxing work efficiently
that will give us an advantage over existing work practices. For example, faster more efficient
computers, bigger screens, the use of 2 and 3 screens, IT development and development of
specialised forms, view spreadsheets more effectively, increasing our knowledge with the use of
GIS systems, GIS layers etc..
The development of new policies and procedures was a product of the original QARP 2012
meetings as well as the immediate development of process checklists that could be used by all
valuers and administration staff within the Rating & Taxing Division. For example, we undertook a
process that included an analysis of all vacant land in our district, listed for sale and cross
referenced the listed ‘for sale’ or asking price against our current valuations. This process of
cross referencing asking prices against our valuations for these properties represents another
level of checks which ensures better quality valuations are achieved prior to any sales evidence
becoming available. This process resulted in a number of value reductions.
We consider this to be an example of a pro-active approach where we were not just reliant on the
properties selling but examining the market at another level. This process is now done every
year. The QARP process will be continue on an irregular basis or as issues arise which have
potential to impact across a wide range of existing processes

Valmap Expertise
Robertson and Robertson have developed considerable expertise in the use of Valmap.
We are currently in process of moving to Valmap 4.1 and merging its functionality with our new
data base program.
Valmap is considered a critical tool for Quality Assurance, but does require specific training to be
able to use the more advanced features contained within the layers of information provided.
Functions of Valmap in the area of thematic layers which can provide visual schematics for
values and value change of both the whole value and rates per metre square are regularly
explored and exploited to provide quick reference to valuation change data.
With regular cadastre and planning updates as provided by the LPI Valmap will continue to
provide the backbone to the integration of mapping, cadastre and value information for rating and
taxing contractors.
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Our ongoing commitment to the system includes regular workshops to ensure our valuers
continue to utilise known functionality and explore other functions as they come to our
awareness.

Nearmap
Robertson & Robertson currently subscribes to a multi-user licence for Nearmap in NSW. This
site represents the most up to date aerial imagery available in NSW, with eastern coastal
locations being updated every 2 to 3 months. This system complements the older aerial imagery
available via Valmap, SIX Maps and now NSW Globe/Google Earth.

Statistical Standards
The LPI through the Rating & Taxing Procedures Manuals utilises a number of statistical
standards to determine the quality of the valuation recommendations and a number of
quantitative measures to determine that adequate sales analysis allowing for the proper valuation
of all benchmarks has been undertaken as well as reflecting “breadth of the market”.
Our database program incorporates these checks and they can be calculated at various levels at
regular intervals to monitor the potential emergence of issues. Additionally we have always
ensured through training and workshops our staff has an understanding of the construct of these
statistical and quantitative checks in order to recognise, acknowledge and report exceptions
which may be highlighted through the various measures. This spread of skill across all valuer
levels ensures a broader approach to QA processes.
Robertson & Robertson has a proven track record with compliance of both the statistical
measures and qualitative/quantitative measures that include number of sales analysed, number
of benchmarks, etc.

Other Practical Examples of QA Processes
The following represents a selection of other individual measures which when combined, further
reinforce the QA culture and outcomes of the firm’s work practices. Detail of these practices is
offered in our weekly/monthly/annual scheduling


Filtering of all sales imported each Monday into all sales identified requiring analysis. As
discussed in detail in our weekly scheduling.



The use of Control Tables to monitor all Quality Assurance measures, identifying and
grading of supps, receipt and acknowledgement of changes to the valuation roll
example 35B objections and 14A(6) reascertainments. As described in detail under
our weekly/monthly/annual scheduling.



Maintaining a commercial database of listings for sale from local papers and magazines.
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These are easily cross referenced against sales that occur weekly when these properties
are sold and imported. We receive notification that we are holding information about
the property from the time it was ‘For Sale’.



LPI Queries and Audits database. This facility provides valuable reporting information
across all 3 contracts of any specific types of issues that we should be addressing. This
database was created from a need identified through the QARP process to record this
valuable feedback in a more systemic way that can be easily accessed and reported.

Initiatives Undertaken
We have undertaken and committed to undertake several initiatives to identify entries of high risk.
These include


Writing to owners of contaminated properties asking for information in relation to the
known contamination and any scoping or remediation costs that are known.



Writing to significant stakeholders in each district asking for information in relation to
known contamination and remediation costs. This includes all of the individual Councils,
Hunter Water, Central Coast Development Corporation, Hunter Development Corporation
and Aluminum Smelters.



Writing to various developers asking for information in relation to known new estates
including the costs of developing these estates. Information collected is used each year to
update identified offsite, on-site and subdividers allowances.



For Lease – Rental Database. We include many ground rents for general industrial
properties, specialised ports precinct properties, marinas, golf courses. Commercial and
industrial rents are collected by following up entries that have previously been listed for
lease.



For Sale Database – Commercial, Industrial, Englobo, Density Sites, Properties of
Interest. This material is attached electronically to the roll entry. When the property sells
we are alerted that we are holding advertising material about this property so it should be
analysed.



Vacant Land for Sale. We commenced this process in 2012 in response to some vacant
sites that were listed for sale for less than land values that were applied in that year. We
now review every vacant allotment that is listed for sale and recorded by RP Data. RP
Data collect information for the vast majority of real estate agencies within NSW, so this
record is very comprehensive and very effective in determining situations where some
lands may be overvalued. This can be determined and corrected prior to any sale
occurring. This pre-emptive action occurs before any sale is even started.
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Delivery Schedule for 2 Contracts Comprising 6 LGAs
Robertson & Robertson Proposed Delivery Schedule All Contracts 2015 - Version 2- July 2015
LGA
Code
001
002
003
005
010
014

LGA

Cessnock
Dungog
Gosford
Maitland
Port Stephens
Wyong

Contract

Maitland
Maitland
Central Coast
Maitland
Maitland
Central Coast

Provisional
Valuation
Recommendations
Thursday 10/09/2015
Thursday 27/08/2015
Monday 14/09/2015
Tuesday 01/09/2015
Thursday 03/09/2015
Monday 07/09/2015

General
Valuation
Recommendations & VARs
Thursday 08/10/2015
Thursday 24/09/2015
Tuesday 13/10/2015
Tuesday 29/09/2015
Thursday 01/10/2015
Tuesday 06/10/2015

Final
Amendments
Friday 30/10/2015
Friday 30/10/2015
Friday 30/10/2015
Friday 30/10/2015
Friday 30/10/2015
Friday 30/10/2015

Final
Total
As a % As a %
Report
Entries of Contract of All
(Estimated)
Area Districts
Friday 13/11/2015
22,859
27.59% 11.11%
Friday 13/11/2015
4,791
5.78%
2.33%
Friday 13/11/2015
63,261
51.48% 30.75%
Friday 13/11/2015
27,120
32.73% 13.18%
Friday 13/11/2015
28,097
33.91% 13.66%
Friday 13/11/2015
59,618
48.52% 28.98%

Contract

205,746
100.00%
Total
% All
Entries Contracts

Maitland
Central Coast

82,867

40.28%

122,879

59.72%

All Districts

205,746 100.00%

Entries listed above are indicative only. Absolute count of entries varies due to supplementary
actions throughout the Annual Program.
The above delivery dates were approved by Michael Tadros, Contracts & Procurement Manager,
Valuation Services on June 23, 2015. Using version control (Version 2), the above Delivery
Schedule represents the delivery schedule for all contracts and districts – including the details for
the Maitland Contract.

Meetings with other R&T Contractors in adjoining districts
The districts adjoining the Gosford LGA include Wyong, Hawkesbury, Cessnock, and Hornsby
LGAs. Robertson & Robertson is the R&T Contractor for Wyong and Cessnock. Other districts
are separated by large bodies of water – being the Hawkesbury River and National Parks
adjoining the district of Hawkesbury. No meetings are held with other contractors, as we have
not directly adjoining entries within the roll.

Robertson & Robertson as Author of this Final Report
Robertson & Robertson is the author of this report, produced on behalf of the NSW Valuer
General and forwarded to the Department of Land and Property Information (LPI).
Town planning, land use and other market information contained in this report have been
compiled based on enquiries undertaken during the valuation process. Third parties should
make their own enquiries into these details and should not rely on the contents of this report.
The Valuer General disclaims any liability to any person who acts or omits to act on the basis of
the information contained in this report. More information on the valuation process is available
from the LPI website at http://www.lpi.nsw.gov.au/
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ROBERTSON & ROBERTSON

......................................................
RUSSELL SAUNDERS
Team Leader
Gosford and Wyong Contract
Contract Services Manager
AAPI
Certified Practising Valuer
Registered Valuer 2662
November 10, 2015
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